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SUMMARY 
An investigation was conducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure 
tunnel on a model of a 400 swept- wing fighter airplane to determine modi -
fications which would eliminate the pitch- up that occurred near maximum 
lift during flight tests of the airplane . The effects of high-lift and 
stall-control devices) horizontal- tail locations, external stores, and 
various inlets on the longitudinal characteristics of the model were 
investigated. For the most part, these tests were conducted at a 
Reynolds number of 9 . 0 X 106 and a Mach number of 0 . 19. 
The results indicated that from the standpoint of stability the 
inlets should possess blunted side bodies. The horizontal tail located 
at either the highest or lowest position investigated improved the sta-
bility of the model. Three configurations were found for the model 
equipped with the production tail which eliminated the pitch-up through 
the lift range up to maximum lift and provided a stable static margin 
which did not vary more than 15 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord 
through the lift range up to 85 percent of maximum lift. The three 
configurations are as follows: The production wing-fuselage-tail com-
bination with an inlet similar to the production inlet but smaller in 
plan form in conjunction with either (1) a wing fence located at 65 per-
cent of the wing semispan or (2) an 11.7-percent chord leading-edge 
extension extending from 65 .8 to 95 .8 percent of the wing semispan and 
(3) the production wing-fuselage-tail combination with the production 
inlet and an 11.7- percent chord leading-edge extension extending from 
70.8 to 95 . 8 percent of the wing semispan . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The initial flight tests of a full-scale 400 swept-wing fighter air-
plane revealed that the airplane possessed undesirable pitch-up charac-
teristics near maximum lift (at low as well as at high speeds). It was 
believed that the undesirable longitudinal stability characteristics were 
associated with the location of the horizontal tail on the airplane and 
the large shoulder-type inlets at the wing root. 
In order to determine corrective modifications, a model of the air-
plane was tested in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel. The model was 
employed to study the effects of: (1) changes in horizontal tail configu-
ration (2) changes in wing root inlet configurations, and (3) miscellaneous 
stall-control devices on the longitudinal stability characteristics of 
the model. 
In addition to the production tail, which had no dihedral and was 
located 28 percent of the semispan above the wing-chord plane extended, 
three alternate tail configurations were investigated. One tail config-
uration recommended by the Langley Laboratory was a drooped tail having 
_220 dihedral and utilizing the same point of attachment as the production 
tail. On the basis of an analysis using the downwash data of references 1 
and 2, it was believed that this configuration would materially reduce or 
eliminate the high lift pitch-up. The other alternate tail configurations 
were obtained by attaching the production and the inverted drooped tail 
(220 dihedral) at the top of the vertical tail. 
The effects of each of four pairs of inlets were investigated with 
the various horizontal tail arrangements to determine the effect of these 
configuration changes on the stability characteristics of the model. On 
the basis of these tests and from production considerations, an inlet 
which was similar to the production inlet but smaller in plan form was 
selected in conjunction with the production tail to be incorporated on 
the model for the investigation of stall-control devices on the longitu-
dinal stability characteristics of the model. In additio~, the effects 
of various wing devices on the longitudinal stability characteristics 
of the model eQuipped with the production inlet and tail Were also 
determined. 
A brief investigation was made to determine the lateral-control char-
acteristics of the model eQuipped with the production inlet and tail and 
also of the model eQuipped with the production tail and an inlet similar 
to the production inlet but smaller in plan form. 
The investigation reported herein was carried out for the most part 
~t a Reynolds number of 9.0 x 106 and a Mach number of 0.19 through an 
Ulgle-of-attack range from _40 to 300 • In an effort to determine the 
------~.-~ 
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effect of variation in Reynolds number, exploratory tests were made 
through a Reynolds number range from 2 . 2 x 106 to 11. 0 X 106 . I n order 




drag coefficient, Drag ~~-l 
pitching-moment coefficient based on a center of gravity 
located at 21 percent c and 1.03 percent c 
Pitching moment below fuselage center line, 
qSWc 
rate of change of pitching moment with lift coefficient 
rate of change of pitching moment with angle of attack 
rate of change of pitching moment with tail incidence 






coeffiCient, corrected for model 
Yawing moment 
qoSWb 
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tail incidence angle in respect to the wing chord 
plane, deg 
Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord 
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 
projected wing area (excluding inlets), sq ft 
b/2 
mean aerodynamic chord, ~ 10 c2dy, f t 
wing span, ft 
spanwise distance measured from plane of symmetry, ft 
vertical distance above chord plane extended along mean 
aerodynamic chord, ft 
inlet velocity ratio, 
exit total-pressure recovery 
inlet entrance area of both inlets, sq ft 
total pressure 
static pressure 
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MODEL 
The model of a 400 swept- wing fighter airplane installed in the 
Langley 19- foot pressure tunnel is shown in figur e 1 . The model was of 
steel- reinforced wood construction and its principal dimens i ons and 
design features are presented in figure 2 and table I. A r i gging diagram 
of the model wing is presented in figure 3 . The model was designed to 
allow tests of hi gh-lift and stall-control devices, horizontal tail 
arrangements , external stores, and various inlets which varied in plan 
form . 
The pertinent geometric characteristics of the inlets, devices, 
horizontal tail arrangements, and external stores are presented in -fig -
ures 4 to 11 and tables II to VI. 
The high-lift and stall-control devices consisted of plain trailing-
edge flaps, leading-edge extensions, wing fences, and a leading-edge 
modification which increased the leading-edge radius and camber of the 
wing sections thus modified . 
The trailing-edge flaps extended to 51 percent of the semispan and 
had a chord of 22 percent of the wing chord measured parallel to the 
air stream. The flaps could be deflected 200 and 400 perpendicular to 
the hinge line (fig. 7). 
The leading-edge extensi ons were des i gned so that any desired span, 
chord, or spanwise location could be investigated along with deflections 
of 00 and _100 measured in a plane perpendicular to the wing leading 
edge (fig. 6 and tables II, V, and VI). 
Details of the leading-edge modification which increased the cam-
ber and leading- edge radius of the wing sections are shown in figure 7 . 
The various wing fences are shown i n figure 6 and tables II, V, and VI . 
The various horizontal tail arrangements were comprised of either 
an undrooped or drooped tail (_220 dihedral ) attached to the vertical 
tail at 28 percent of the wing semi span above the chord plane extended, 
and an undrooped or y - tail, (220 dihedral) attached to the vertical 
tail at 65 percent of the wing semispan above the chord plane extended . 
The drooped and y -tails had approximately 7 percent less projected area 
than the tails without any dihedral (fig . 5) . 
The model was equipped with partial and full-span ailerons which 
extended from 51 to 95.8 percent of the wing semispan and from 13 · 4 
to 95.8 percent of the wing semispan, respectively. The model was also 
equipped for a few tests with solid and perforated flap-type spoilers 
which extended from 13.4 to 50 percent of the wing semispan and had an 
- ------
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average projection of 7.8 percent of the streamwise chord when deflected 
900 (fig. 8 ). The area of the perforated spoiler was approximate~ 
80 percent of the area of the solid spoiler. Unless otherwise indicated 
all lateral control tests were made with the ailerons or spoilers 
deflected on the left wing. 
The model was provided with exhaust cones so that the inlet-exhaust 
area ratio could be varied, thus providing a means by which the mass 
flow ratio at the inlets could be varied (fig. 9). The stability data 
presented herein were obtained with the inlet exit f ull open . Flow 
survey rakes were installed at the approximate engine compressor face 
l ocation and in the jet exit for t he purpose of measuring flow rates 
at the above-mentioned locations (fig. ll). 
Various boundary-layer diverter plates were provided on the model 
to study the effect of fuselage boundary layer on the internal-flow 
losses in the inlet. The boundary-layer diverter plates are shown in 
figure 10. 
Designation of Test Configurations 
Listed below are the designations of the basic component parts of 
the model: 
A wing--fuselage--vertical-tail combination 
B external stores (fig. 9) 
Various inlets: (fig. 4) 
production inlet 
inlet having a smaller plan form than DO with 
leading edge swept back 150 
Dl with sidebody removed (simulated nacelle type) 
semiflush inlet 
DO with spoiler on side body 
DO with increased radius on side body 
DO with approximate square side body 
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production tail - zero dihedral tail located at 28 percent 
of the wing semispan above the chord plane extended 
drooped tail - similar to the production tail but having 
-220 dihedral located at 28 percent of the wing semispan 
above chord plane extended 
T-tail - same as production tail but located at 65 percent 
of the wing semispan above chord plane extended 
y-tail - similar to the production tail but having 220 
dihedral located at 65 percent of the wing seroispan 
above the chord plane extended 
High-lift and stall-control devices: (figs. 6 and 7) 
E leading-edge extensions (fig. 6) 
I leading-edge modification (fig. 7) 
F wing fences (fig. 6) 
trailing-edge flaps deflected (fig. 7) 
Detail designations of the component parts are given in figures 4 
to 9. The model configurations described herein are formed by combining 
the appropriate model components with the wing--fuselage--vertical-tail 
combination designated by the letter "A". For example, A + T. 28 + B 
represents a wing--fuselage--vertical-tail combination plus zero dihe-
dral horizontal tail located at 28 percent of the wing semispan above 
the chord plane extended plus external stores. 
TESTS AND CORRECTIONS 
Tests 
The tests were conducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel 
with the air compressed in the tunnel to a pressure of approximately 
33 pounds per square inch, absolute. With the exception of the wing--
fuselage--vertical-tail combination, the investigation was carried out at 
a Reynolds number of 9.0 X 106 and a Mach number of 0.19. In the case 
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obtained through a Reynol ds number range f rom 2 . 2 X 106 to 11 . 0 X 106 . 
All tests were conducted over an angle - of - attack range from _40 to 310 . 
Longitudinal characteristics of the model wer e determined for the 
model equipped with and without various inlet s ) high -lift and stall-
control device s) horizontal tail arrangements) and with and without 
external stores . For the most part) the longitudinal stability t ests 
were conducted with a horizontal tail incidence of - 50 . 
The lateral- control characteristics wer e det e rmined through an 
aileron deflection range of ±18° by 30 increments f or t he outboard 
ailerons and ~12° by 30 increments for the inboard ailerons . In the 
case of the flap - type solid and perforated spoilers) deflections of 
4 .70 ) 9 . 40 ) 190 ) 450 ) 550 ) and 900 were investigated. The aileron and 
spoiler deflections were measured in a plane perpendicular to their 
respective hinge lines. 
Corrections 
Corrections for wind- tunnel jet-boundary effects have been made t o 
the pitching) rolling) and yawi ng moments . Corre ctions for support 
tare and interference have not been applied to the data . However) the se 
correcti ons would not affect the comparisons of the data made herein . 
Jet -boundary corrections determined from refe rence 3 and air-flow-
misalinement correction of 0 .10 ) estimated on the basis of air - flow 
surveys and tests of previous models) have been applied to the angle 
of attack and drag coefficient. The drag coefficients presented herein 
include the internal drag of the inlets . 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Tables II to VI summarize the results obtained from the low- speed 
longitudinal stability tests . Figures 12 to 34 present detail force 
and moment data of some of the more pertinent results obtained during 
the investigation of the longitudinal stability and lateral- control 
characteristics of the model . All of the stability data presented in 
figures 12 to 34 are for a tail incidence of apprOXimately - 50 unless 
otherwise noted. Tables VII and VIII present the individual ram-
recovery pressures that were determined at the eneine compressor face 
location f or inlets Dl and D2 at several angles of attack and) in 
t he case of inlet Dl) for several boundary- layer diverter configura-
tions . The variation of the mass - flow ratios and ram- recovery charac -
t eristics wi th angles of attack for the various inlets are presented 
in figures 35 and 36. 
_1 
:z 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Longitudinal Stability Characteristics 
Effect of Reynolds number.- A few exploratory tests were conducted 
on the wing--fuselage--vertical-tail combination to determine the effects 
of Reynolds number. As indicated in figure 12, the effect of variation 
in Reynolds number on the pitching-moment characteristics of the wing--
fuselage--vertical-tail combination from a Reynolds number of 5.0 X 106 
to 11.0 X 106 can, for all practical purposes, be considered negligible. 
Although the effect of variation in Reynolds number on the pitching-
moment characteristics of the wing--fuselage--vertical-tail combination 
was found to be small above a Reynolds number of 5.0 X 106, it diQ not 
appear conclusive that the same would be true for all test configura-
tions. Therefore, ,it was decided to conduct the investigation at the 
highest test Reynolds number possible with due consideration given to 
economy of operation and sustained operation of test equipment. Hence, 
the investigation was conducted at a Reynolds number of 9.0 X 106 rather 
than at the highest Reynolds number attainable of 11.0 X 106 . 
Effect of inlets.- With the exception of varying the length of the 
internal duct lines between the leading edge of the inlet and the leading 
edge of the wing, the internal ducting for the various inlets was designed 
to allow all of the various inlets to be installed on the model without 
altering the internal duct lines. It is assumed in the following dis-
cussion, therefore, that any variations which occur in the longitudinal 
characteristics of the model equipped with the different inlets are due 
entirely to the external effects of the inlets. 
In order to show more clearly the effects of inlets on the pitching-
moment characteristics of the model, figure 15 has been prepared, using 
the data of figure 13, and presents the departure of the pitching-moment 
curve from the initial linearity at low lift that was obtained for the 
model with and without the inlets. It was discovered during the initial 
phases of the investigation that the pitching-moment characteristics 
obtained on the model equipped with the production inlet DO were not 
in agreement with those obtained during the investigation of the full-
scale airplane in the Ames 40- by 80-foot tunnel. It was recognized 
that the prototype inlet incorporated on the full-scale airplane differed 
from the production inlet on the model in that the prototype inlet pos-
sessed a sharper side body than the well- rounded side body of the pro-
duction inlet. Therefore, in an effort to find an explanation for the 
discrepancy in the two sets of data, a spoiler was attached to the side 
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body of i nlet DO i n an attempt to s i mulate ) to a r easonable extent ) 
the aer odynami c effect of an i nlet possess i ng a shar p side body . The 
r esu l ts obtained wi th the s i mulated s harp side body i nlet DOS ( f i g . 13 ) 
were found to be in sufficient agreement with the data obtai ned during 
the fu l l - scale investigation to conclude that t he differences that existed 
between the two sets of data obtained on the model and t he full- scale 
airplane were attributable to the difference in the side body s~apes of 
the protot ype and the pr oduction inlets . I t c~n be seen from the data 
presented in fi gure 15 that the addition of the simulated sharp side body 
inlet DOS resulted in a maximum destabilizing pitching moment of 0 . 155 
which was considerably greater than that obtained for the model without 
inlets . I n addition the angle- of- attack r ange over which these incr ements 
of destabi l izing pitching moment existed for inlet DOS was cons i derably 
greater than for the model wi th i nlets off . I t is evident f r om the f ore-
going discussion that an inlet having a sharp s ide bo~y would be detri -
mental to the longitudinal stabi l i ty character i s t ics of the airplane . 
Examination of figure 15 reveals that, with the exception of 
inlet D3, the addition of the inlets r educed to some extent the maxi-
mum increment of destabilizing pit ching moment of approximately 0 .111 
that was obtained for the model without inlets at an angle of attack 
of approximately 210. The greatest reduction, approximately 0 . 030, i n 
the increment of destabilizing p i t ching moment was obt a ined with 
inlet D2' In the case of inlet D3 (semiflush inlet) a slight increase 
in the maximum increment of destabilizing pitching moment was obtained . 
In addition, it can be seen that the increment of unstable pitching 
moment obtained for the model equipped with the various inlets and one 
f ence progr essively incr eased in magnitude and extended over a progres-
sively larger angle-of-attack range as the inlet size increased . 
Presented in figure 16 are t he increments of destabilizing pitching 
moment obtained for the model equipped with various inlets and wing 
fences. Comparison of the data presented in figure 15 and figure 16 
indicates that a properly located f ence generally reduced the magnitude 
of the increments of destabilizing pitching moment by 75 percent for 
angles of attack below approximately 240. It will also be noted from 
the data of figure 16 that the addition of one wing" fence to the model 
equipped with inlet D2, which has been previously shown to provide sig-
nificant improvements in the pitching-moment characteristics, produced 
stable pitching-moment increments throughout the angle-of-attack range 
above 190 • Attempts to reduce further the magnitude and the extent of 
the increments of unstable pitching moment that occurred for model 
equipped with the larger inlets DO and D02 by using two wing fences 
proved to be somewhat successful as can be seen from the data of fig-
ure 16 . However, even with two fences the pitching-moment characteris-
tics of the model equipped with the larger inlets were still not as f av-
orable as those obtained for the model equipped with inlet D2 and only 
one fence. 
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Effect of horizontal tail location.- Presented in figure 17 are the 
longitudinal characteristics of the model equipped with various inlets 
and horizontal tail arrangements. The variations of dCm/dCL with lift 
coefficient obtained for the various inlet and horizontal tail arrange-
ments are presented in figure 18. Inspection of figure 18 indicates 
that of the various horizontal tail arrangements investigated the 
y-tail (T.6~)' regardless of t he inlet configuration, was the only tail 
arrangement which provided negative values of dCm/dCL through the lift 
range up to CLmax or within 2 percent of CLmax in the case of 
inlet DO. However at or beyond CLmax the pitching-moment character-
istics become unstable. In all cases, the variation of dCm/dCL with 
lift coefficient obtained with the y-tail did not exceed 15 percent of 
the mean aerodynamic chord up to maximum lift. The smallest variation 
of dCm/dCL was obtained with inlet D2 and was equal to 0.08c. 
It can be seen from the data of figure 18 that decreasing the tail 
height by utilizing the drooped tail T A did not eliminate the posi-
.28 
tive values of dCm/dCL that occurred near CLmax with the production 
tail. However, the drooped tail sufficiently reduced the lift-coefficient 
range over which positive values of dCm/dCL occurred for the model 
equipped with the production tail so that in the case of inlets D2 
and ~ it is probable that no pitch-up would be experienced in flight. 
Examination of the relative merits of the various horizontal tail 
arrangements through a lift-coefficient range up to 0.85 CLmax indi-
cates that either the T.;8 or the T.6~ tail would provide negative 
values of dCm/dCL for all inlet configurations except for inlet DO 
in conjunction with the drooped tail where positive values of dCm/dCL 
were obtained between a lift coefficient of 0.8 and 0.86. The varia-
tion of dCm/dCL that was obtained with the T A and T V tails 
.28 .65 
through the usable lift range varied from 5 to 20 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord depending on the inlet configuration. The smallest 
variation of dCm/ dCL through the usable lift range with the drooped 
tail was obtained with inlet Dl and was equal to 0.05c. In the case 
of the y-~ail the smallest variation of dCm/dCL was obtained with 
inlet D3 and was equal to 0.06c. 
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The va l ues of dCm/ di t obtained at zero angles of attack for the 
various hori zontal- tai l locat i ons ar e listed in the following table : 













aDet ermined f r om dat a of f i gur e l7 (a ). 
Effect of various wing devices on the model equipped with the pro -
duction t ail and inlets DO or Dl .- The effects of various arrange -
ments or combinations of leading-edge extensions, wing fences and 
leading-edge modification on the stability characteristics of the model 
equipped with the production tail and inlets DO and Dl were studied 
i n an attempt to find a wing configuration which would provide stable 
pitching-moment characteristics through the lift-coefficient range. 
As an aid in the selection of the most promising wing-device arrange -
ment from the s t andpoint of stability, a criterion has been adopted that 
the model must not exhibit an adverse pitch-up tendency through the lift 
range up t o CLmax and must have a stable static margin which does not 
vary more than 15 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord through the lift -
coefficient range up to 0 .85 CLmax' It should be pointed out that this 
criteri on was sel ected purely as a matter of convenience and should not 
be construed to mean that this criteri on is a standard -stability require -
ment. Also that the conclusions reached on the basis of this criterion 
may be somewhat altered if other criteria are used . 
J 
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Of the many configurations investigated, several configurations 
were found which fulfilled the preceding requirements. These configura-
tions are: (1) A + Dl + T. 28 + 60 - FO.658' (2) A + Dl + T. 28 + 
EO. 30 (0.658 - 0.958 ), and (3) A + DO + T. 28 + EO.25(0.708 - 0.958). 
The detail force data obtained with these configurations with and 
without flaps deflected are presented in figure 19. The variations 
of dCm/dCL with lift coefficient for these configurations are pre-
sented in figure 20. 
It is understood that the production version of t he airplane is to 
be equipped with inlet DO' a leading-edge modification, and flight 
fences in conjunction with the straight tail located at 28 percent of 
the wing semispan above the chord plane extended) whereas the parasite 
version of the airplane will incorporate the droop tail. In light of 
this understanding, it is of interest to examine the detail force data 
obtained for the production and parasite versions of the airplane with 
flaps neutral and deflected (figs. 21 and 22). The variation of dCm/dCL 
with lift coefficient obtained for these configurations is presented in 
figure 23. Figure 23 indicates that a pitch-up tendency would exist near 
Cr with flaps neutral as well as flaps deflected for the production 
-'-111.ax 
version. Drooping the horizontal tail 220 reduced the positive values 
of dCm/dCL near CLmax but the reduction was not sufficient to elim-
inate the pitch-up tendency. More significant than the reduction in the 
positive values of dCm/dCL that was obtained with the drooped tail is 
the loss in static margin that occurred. It will be noted from the data 
that drooping the horizontal tail decreased the static margin from approxi-
mately 10 to 6.5 percent c with flaps neutral and from approximately 10 
to 5 percent c with flaps deflected. 
Effect of external stores and inlet mass-flow ratios.- The effect 
of external stores and inlet mass-flOW ratio on the stability of the 
model for various model configurations is shown in figures 24 and 25· 
It can be seen that the addition of external stores had little effect 
on the linearity of the pitching-moment curves regardless of horizontal 
tail location or inlet configuration. However, it will be noted that a 
slight decrease in static margin was obtained in every case that the 
external stores were added. 
Variations in the illlet mass-flow ratio appeared to have no effect 
on the stability of the model. The only significant effect of decreasing 
the inlet mass-flow ratio was a positive trim shift. 
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Lateral-Control Characteristics 
Ailerons.- The data presented in figures 26 and 27 indicate that 
the maximum values of rolling moment obtained with outboard ailerons was 
approximately 0.04 for a total aileron deflection of 360 for the model 
equipped with inlet Dl and for the model equippec with inlet DO in 
conjunction with the leading-edge modification and flight fences. In 
both cases, a 25-percent decrease in rolling moment was obtained beyond 
an angle of attack of 160 • Furthermore, in the case of the model e quipped 
wi th inlet Do in conjunction with the leading-edge modification and 
flight fences, the rolling-moment data became very erratic in nature , 
and in some instances, aileron reversal occurred. 
Comparison of the results of figure 27 with those of figure 30 
indicates that no significant change in the rolling moment was obtained 
by replacing the leading-edge modification and flight fences with an 
11 .7-percent chord leading-edge extension which extended from 70.8 to 
95 .8 percent of the wing semispan, (with flaps deflected in the latter 
case ) . However, when the outboard end of the extension was moved 
inboard to 0 .858b/2 (fig. 31 ) a slight decrease in C1 was obtained max 
and the variation of rolling moment with ~ above an angle of attack 
of 160 became less erratic with little or no aileron reversal . Although 
no data were obtained, it is reasonable to expect that an improvement 
in the variation of rolling moment with ~ would also be obtained with 
flaps neutral if the shortened span of leading-edge extension was 
employed. 
The lateral-control data obtained on the model equipped with 
inlet DO' leading-edge modification and flight fences (fig . 28) indi -
cate that the same degree of rolling effectiveness was obtained with 
240 total deflection of the full-span ailerons as was obtained with 360 
total deflection of the outboard ailerons . As in the case of outboard 
ailerons, the variation of rolling moment with ~ for the full - span 
ailerons above ~ = 160 was erratic and in some instances aileron rever-
sal was obtained. Therefore, as might be expected from the data obtained 
with full - span ailerons, it will be noted from a comparison of the data 
presented in figures 27 and 29 that the use of differentially operated 
flaps in conjunction with outboard ailerons as a lateral- control device 
appears to offer some advantage over outboard ailerons alone from the 
standpoint of rolling effectiveness . 
Spoilers. - The lateral- control characteristics of 0.5b/2 span solid 
and perforated flap-type spoilers are presented in figures 32 and 33 for 
the model equipped with inlet DO' leading-edge modification, and flight 
fences . Comparison of the data presented in figures 32 and 33 reveals 
that at low angles of attack the rolling moment produced by either solid 
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or perforated spoilers deflected 550 was nearly equal to 50 percent of 
the rolling moment produced by an outboard flap-type aileron for a total 
aileron deflection of 180 • At high angles of attack both spoilers became 
ineffective. The variations of Cz with spoiler deflection at various 
angles of attack are presented in figure 34. 
Thus it can be seen that spoilers were inferior to flap-type ailerons 
from the standpoint of rolling moment produced. It is probable that some-
what better spoiler effectiveness would be obtained with a more optimum 
spoiler arrangement. 
The yawing-moment data obtained with flap-type ailerons and spoilers 
are in accordance with common experience in that the yawing moment pro-
duced by ailerons is generally unfavorable while that obtained with 
spoilers is favorable over most of the angle-of-attack range. 
Internal Flow Measurements 
Effect of boundary-layer diverters.- Figures 35 and 36 and tables VII 
and VIII present the internal flow measurements obtained on the model 
equipped with inlets Dl and D2 for several boundary-layer diverter 
configurations. The measurements were obtained for inlet velocity ratios 
which span the usual high-speed design inlet-velocity-ratio range from 
0.6 to 0.8. 
Examination of the data presented in figure 36 and tables VII 
and VIII indicates that replacing the original boundary-layer diverter 
block with splitter plates slightly improved the inlet air-flow char-
acteristics. The greatest improvement was realized with the smaller of 
the two splitter plates investigated. The improvement that was obtained 
resulted from a decrease in the localized losses which occurred at the 
inner corners of the inlets. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure 
tunnel at a Reynolds number of 9.0 X 106 on a model of a 400 swept-wing 
fighter airplane to determine modifications that would improve the low-
speed longitudinal stability characteristics of the airplane. The 
lateral-control characteristics of the model were also determined. 
From the results of the investigation, the following conclusions 
are made: 
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1. The addition of an inlet with a sharp side body increased the 
destabilizing pitching moment that occurred near CLmax for the model 
without inlets, whereas a reduction in the destabilizing pitching moment 
was obtained with inlets having blunted side bodies. In addition the 
angle-of-attack range over which the increments of destabilizing pitching 
moment existed for the model equipped with a sharp side body inlet was 
considerably greater than for the model without inlets. 
2. The horizontal tail located at either the highest or lowest 
position investigated during the present tests improved the stability 
of the model. The greatest improvement in stability associated with 
horizontal tail modification was obtained with a "y" tail (220 dihedral) 
located at 65 percent of the wing semispan above the chord plane extended. 
This tail arrangement provided a stable static margin which did not vary 
more than 15 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord up to maximum lift or 
within 2 percent of maximum lift regardless of the inlet configuration. 
The drooped tail decreased the range of lift coefficient over which the 
pitch-up occurred to such an extent that it is probable that no pitch-up 
tendency would be experienced in flight. 
3. Of all the arrangements of wing devices investigated on the 
model equipped with the production tail in conjunction with the produc-
tion inlet or an inlet similar to the production inlet but smaller in 
plan form, three were found which eliminated the pitch-up and provided 
a staule static margin which did not vary more than 15 percent of the 
mean aerodynamic chord up to 85 percent of maximum lift. The three con-
figurations are as follows: The production wing-fuselage-tail combi-
nation with an inlet similar to the production inlet but smaller in plan 
form, Dl, in conjunction with either, (1) one wing fence located at 
65 percent of the wing semispan or, (2) an 11.7-percent chord leading-
edge extension extending from 65.8 to 95.8 percent of the wing semispan, 
and (3) the production wing-fuselage-tail combination with the produc-
tion inlet and an 11.7-percent chord leading-edge extension extending 
from 70.8 to 95.8 percent of the wing semispan. 
4. The stability of the model was not affected appreciably by the 
addition of either external stores or a change in inlet velocity ratio. 
5. Beyond an angle of attack of 160 which corresponds to approxi-
mately 80 percent of maximum lift, a 25-percent decrease in rolling 
moment was obtained for all flap-type ailerons investigated and in the 
case of the model equipped with the production inlet the rolling moment 
became very erratic in nature and in some instances aileron reversal was 
obtained. The addition of an 11.7-percent-chord leading-edge extension 
extending from 70.8 to 85.8 percent of the wing semispan resulted in 
rolling moments which were less erratic with angle of attack with little 
or no aileron reversal. 
r· 
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6 . The rolling moment produced by a 50- percent- semispan solid or 
perforated flap - type spoiler deflected 550 was nearly equal to 50 per-
cent of the rolling moment pr oduced at low lift by an outboard flap -
type aileron for a total ailer on deflection of 180 • Beyond an angle of 
attack of 17°, however, both types of spoilers were ineffect ive . 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va ., February 1, 1954 . 
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TABLE I 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
A. Wing Assembly 
1. Basic data: 
Root airfoil (theoretical), measured normal to 
o . 25 -chord line • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . 
Tip airfoil (theoretical), measured normal to 
0.25-chord line • 
Angle of incidence, deg .•••.. 
Geometric twist . . • • . . • • . . 
Sweep of Quarter-chord line (true), deg 
Taper ratio . . . • . . • . • • • • 
Aspect ratio (excluding inlet area) • • • . 
Airfoil thickness (parallel to airplane center line, 
percent c) ..•.....••••. 
Sweep of leading edge (true), deg ... 
Sweep of leading edge (projected), deg 
Cathedral, deg . . . . . . 
2. Dimensions: 
Root chord (theoretical), parallel to air stream 
Tip chord (theoretical), parallel to air stream . 
Mean aerodynamic chord . . • . • . . . . . . • . 
Location of mean aerodynamic chord, spanwise (projected) 
Span (projected) •. •.... 
Span (true) • . . • . • • . • • . 
3. Areas: 
Wing area (excluding inlet area), sQ ft •• 
Area of wing blanketed by fuselage, sQ ft . 































TABLE I. - Continued 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
B. Horizontal Tail Assembly 
1. Basic data: 
Root airfoil, measured normal to leading edge • 
Tip airfoil, measured normal to leading edge 
Angle of incidence 
Dihedral, deg . • . . . . 
Sweepback (leading edge), deg 




Mean aerodynamic chord 
Span ...... . 
Distance from 0.25c of wing to 0.25c of horizontal tail 
3. Areas: 























TABLE I. - Cont inued 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
C. Vertical Tail Assembly 
1. Basic data: 
Airfoil, measured normal to 
Sweepback of c/4 line, deg 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio . 
2. Dimensions: 
Root chord (theoretical) 
Tip chord (theoretical) •. 
3. Areas: 
Vertical tail area, sq ft 
D. Fuselage 
0.25-chord line 
Location of station 0 (measured from nose of airplane), in •. 
Length 
Maximum width ... 
Maximum height 
Frontal area, sq ft . 
Fineness ratio 
Volume, cu ft • . . • • . . • . . . . . . 













8 . 59 












TABLE 1.- Continu ed 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
E. I nboard Flaps 
1. Basic data : 
Type • 
Angular travel, measured in a plane normal to 
hinge line, deg . . . . . • . • . . . . 
Location of inboard edge, measured normal to 
fuselage center line ...... .... . 
Location of outboard edge , measured normal to 
fuselage center line . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at inboard edge, measured parallel to 
fuselage center line . . • . . • . . . . 
Wing chord at outboard edge, measured parallel to 
fuselage center line . . . . . . . . . 
Location of hinge center line, measured normal 
to 0 .25-chord line . . . ..... . 
2. Dimensions: 
Root chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line 
Tip chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line 
3. Area: 
Area of one flap, sQ ft ........... . 
Plai n 
trailing edge 
o to 40 




















1. Outboard ailerons: 
(a) Basic data : 
TABLE I.- Continued 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
Type . . . . . . . . ...........••. 
Angular travel, measured in a plane normal to hinge 
line J deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Location of inboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • 
Location of outboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line . . . • . . . • . . . • • • . . . 
Wing chord at inboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at outboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line ..... . . • . . • • . 
Location of hinge center line, measured normal to 
0.25-chord line •...•.• 
(b) Dimensions: 
Root chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line 
Tip chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line 
(c) Area: 
Area of one aileron, sq ft . • . . . . • . . . . . . 
Plain flap 
-18 to 18 
31.18 in. 
57.89 in . 















F. Ailerons (Cont.) 
2. Full-span ailerons: 
(a) Basic data 
Type 
TABLE I. - Continued 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
Angular travel, measured in a plane normal to hinge 
line, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Location of inboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 
Location of outboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at inboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line, in. • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at outboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . • • . . 
Location of hinge center line, measured normal to 
O.25-chord line ..•..... 
(b) Dimensions: 
Root chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line, in. 
Tip chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line, in. 
(c) Area: 
Area of one aileron, s~ ft 
Plain Flap 


















TABLE 1.- Continued 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
F. Ailerons (Cone.) 
3. Inboard spoilers: 
(a) Basic data 
Type • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Angular travel, measured in a plane normal to hinge 
line, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Location of inboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Location of outboard edge, measured normal to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at inboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Wing chord at outboard edge, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Location of hinge center line, measured parallel to fuselage 
center line . • . . . • . . . . . • . 
(b) Dimensions 
Root chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line, in. 
Tip chord, measured parallel to fuselage center line, in. 
(c) Area 
Area of one spoiler, sq ft . . . . . . . . 
4. Perforated Inboard Spoilers 
This section is exactly the same as 3 except for 3(c) which 
should be as follows: 
(c) Areas 
Area of one spoiler, sq ft 
Area removed by perforation, sq ft . 
Flap 





0 · 70c 
3·23 
2· 75 
0 · 37 
0 .37 












TABLE I.- Conc l uded 
GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL 
G. External Tanks (450-gallon capacity) 
Length, in .. 
Diameter, in. • •...... 
Frontal area, sQ ft . . • . . . . • • • 
Angle of incidence, relative to fuselage center line, deg 
Spanwise location, measured normal to fuselage center 
line, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Vertical location of nose of tank, measured normal to fuselage 
center line, in. .............. . . . . 
Longitudinal location of nose of tank, measured parallel to 
fuselage center line, in ............•.... 
H. Pylons 
Leading-edge sweep, relative to a line normal to fuselage 
center line, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Trailing-edge sweep, relative to a line normal to fuselage 
center line, deg . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 
Chord, measured along line _2 0 from fuselage center line, in. 
Thickness ratio, measured along line _20 from fuselage center 
line, percent ..•. 
Spanwise location, in. 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, TAIL OFF 
G= 9XlO~ 
Parameter Wing Tall 
Aspect ratio 6:aa -Taper ratio -falarter-cbord sweep. dog 40 . 
-Dlhedral, deg -~ · 5 -Incidence, deg 
-1.5 
-Alrrol1 section 64A010 
-Tall he1ght, wing semis pan 
L. S . deviee 
IDle T. E . Fence conrtguratlon Q a t device Low< CL C m curve 19ur. 
Typo Sp"lo tl Chord max, d.~ 
·90 20.0 CL 
o .4 . 8 1.2 
- -- - - -- ~ : ' 12 (1) Cm . 88 20 . 0 
r'~ I . 89 20 . 0 O~ 
-- -- - -
.89 
r 
=-!; I 20 . 0 
°2 
-- -- --
· 90 21 . 0 ! ~ I ~ 
-- -- --
e 1 .01 21 .0 I =- 1 ~ °1 -- -- - - 21/"0 = 0 . 658 
E -, · 99 24.0 ~ I -=- r °1 -- -- -- 2y/"o = 0 .708 
Plain 1.09 18 .2 ?lap ~ ~ F 0.1~9b/ °1 to -- -- 2,./"0 = 0.658 0.515~~ 0t = 4 
Plain 1. 0~ 17 · 0 F Flap E • °1 0 .1~9b(. -=-to - - -- 2y/"o = 0.708 0 .51~~ 0t = 4 
0 . 65&/2 ~ c:r ~ to 0.1170 1.05 2~ .0 19 °1 -- Cbord-ex tenslon 0 ·95&/2 Normal leading- edge radius 
cz: 
-=-
0. 65Sb/2 ~ DJ. -- Chord-ex tons 10n t o 0.1170 1.01 2~ .0 Normal l eading-edge 0 .80Sb/2 r adius 
(1 ) na.ta. obtai ned a.to R :;:: 2.2 )( 106 
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TABLE II. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, TAIL OFF 
~: 9XlO~ 
L. £ . device Inl. T. E. Fence eonrlguratlon Ft.",.. • at CID curve 19ure device CLIlla..x. 
Typo SP'I:l Chord dog 
===- o . 65Sb/2 CL 
°1 
Chord-extension to 0 ,4 .8 ~.2 
-- 2 )( normaJ. lead 1n8- 0.808b/2 0.059· ·99 20.0 
C. -.lr ~ edge radius 
C ~ 0 .65Sb/2 
to 0.029· .'1/ 20 .0 r I ~ I "l -- Chord-oxtons 10n 0.808»/2 
ooe:::: ~ 0.~5Sb/2 ~ "l Cbord-extenslon t o 0 .059· ·91 19.9 -- Sharp leadIng edge 0.508»/2 
PlaID 0.65Sb/2 F Plap = -- to 0.1~9b/ 0.1170 1.09 20 . 0 0, to Chord-extension 0.95&/2 0 · 5151>/ Monul leading-edge 
Or = 2'cf rad1us 
Plain F Plap Cl: ~ 0 .658>/2 °1 0.1~9b/ t o 1.10 17 .6 to Chord-ex tens 1 on O. 117c g/;~~ Normal leading- edge 0.95&/2 radius 
PlaIn F Plap == ~ 0 .658>/2 0, 0.1~9b/ Cbord-extensioD to O.117c 1.06 17·0 to Norlll& l le.d ing -edge 0.80Sb/2 19 g;5~~& r*d1u. 
PlaIn 
0.658>/2 F Plap c: 0, 0.1~9b/ Chord-extens Ion to 0 .059· 1.08 17·0 to 0 · 515b/ 2 )( nOJ'1D81 leadlng- 0.80Sb/2 Or = 40< edge rad1us 
Pla1n F Plap -- ~ 0.~58>/2 o.H9b1 °1 to Chord--extens Ion t o 0.059· 1.05 14 ·0 ~.5~54~ Sharp lead ing edge 0.50Sb/2 
r 
e:; ~ 0.652b/2 t °1 Leading- edge to -- .94 20 . ~ -- mod,1tlcation 0 ·95&/2 2 x norma 1 leadlng-
e; o . 652b/ 2 t 0, -- Leadlng- edge t o -- .94 20 ·9 !IIodine.tion 0.802b/2 2 x normal leac11ng-
edR8 radius 
<€ 23 ~ <5 ~ o .652b/2 °1 Lead lng-edge to 2y/b = 0.658 . 99 24.6 -- lIIocUrlcatlon --2 II' normal leadlng- 0·958>/2 
S ~ <€=iE:> 
l'J. 
--
Leading- edge 0.652b/ 2 2,/b = 0.608 .94 21.4 ~ mod tric e tion to 0 .958b/2 -- eo; 23 2 )II; normal leadlng-edge radius 2,/b = 0.850 (inboard end taired) 
Pla1n 
<€=i3 F Plap G ~ 0.652b/2 o .1~9b Lead lng-edge to 2,/b = 0.658 1 .02 24 ·0 °1 to modification --0· 515b 0.958>/2 Or = 40' 2 )( normal lead 1ng-edgo radius 
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TABLE II. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS , TAIL OFF 
~; 9XlO~ 
L.E . device 
4 at T. E . Fence conrlgur3t l on C 1F'gu.r. Inl. dey Ice 
'-..ax CLmax , m 
curve 









2y/b = 0.708 
·97 23 .0 
DO 
- - -- -- ~ <S i3 2y/b = 0 .850 
Pla In cE: i§::> 
2y/b = 0 .708 !'lap 
1.03 23 · 0 P 0.139b/ DO t o 0· 515b/ -- --Or = 40 <S -=§:::;> 
2y/b = 0 .850 
<% 0 .708b/2 ~ DO Chord-eJ:tenslon to o . 117e .09 25 ·0 19 - - Norlll81 leading -edge r adius 0.958b/2 
== --
0 .708b/2 r DO Chord--e xtenslon t o 0.117e .08 24.0 -- Normal lead lng-edge 0 . 85Sb/2 radiu s 
Plain p Fla p ex:: ~ 0 . 70Sb/2 .139b/' Chord-extenslon 19 DO t o Normal lea.ding-edge to 0.117e .18 22 .2 
. 515b/ radius 0· 95Sb/2 
r = 40 
Plain p Flap ex ~ 0·708b/2 0 .139b/ DO to Chord- extension to 0.117e 1.15 22 . 0 0·515b/ Normal lead ing-edge 0 . 8sBb/ 2 




Leading- edge 0. 70Sb/2 2y/b = 0.708 
· 97 24.0 modlr1 cat1on to 
-- ~ DO -- 2 )( nor.lD81 leadlng- 0 . 958b/2 e dge radius <€ S 
2y/b = 0 .850 
e;; ~ ~ -=-
Leading-edge o . 652b/2 2y/b = 0 .482 modification 
t o 1.10 25·0 ~ 2 )( normal leadlng- --DO -- e dge radius 0 · 958b/2 cS? ~ 
2y/b = 0.652 
TABLE II . - Concluc.ed 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, TAIL OFF 
~ ; 9 x 106J 
L.E. device (l at C curve !FIgure T E Fence confIgura tion (;L C
L 
m Inlet de;i~e max max, 
Type. S pan Chord dep; 
CL s:=====---~ €- a * .4 .B 1.2 
Plain G 0.7 0Bb/2 2 /b = 0.708 1 03 31.0 0 P Fl p Lead1ng-edge to y • 
0.139b/ modification -- C
m t\/ 2 x norl!lB.l leading- 0.958b/2 -.1 
DO 0·515 edge radius ~ ~ -.2 
o = 40 ~ c::::.-' ~ 2y/b = 0.850 
Plain ;::ding-edge --- 0.652b/2 ~/I> = 0.48~--- 1.10 22.5 P Flap modification to O.lf~b/ 2 x normal leading- 0.958b/2 -- ____ 
DO O. 515b/ edge radius c:5? ~ 
Of = 4(1 2y/b = 0.652 
cs: ! ~~:;n L::ding-edge --- 0.652b/2 ;;/1> = 0.482~ 1.12 24.0 P 0.1,9b/ mod it'ica tion to 
to / 2 x normal leading- 0 958b/2 --DO.515b edge radius • 
o O~ = 40 cs==- ==-
2y/l> = 0.652 























SUMMARY OF LONGI TUDINAL STABILITY CEARACTffiISTI CS , Y- TAIL 
L . ~ . dsvlc e 
T". 
[B = 9 x 1O~ 
Parameter W1n TaU 
A.peet; rat10 
Taper rat10 
QJarter-cbord aweep . doS 
Dihedral , do g 
InCidence, deg 
A1rfol 1 sect10n 
T.U heIght , wing leat.pan 









G ot Cc... . C. cllrve 
.. 
·c. 
19. 8 :~. c. 
- .1 
- . 2 
21 •• ~ 
20 . 2 ~ 
20.8 ~ 
zJ, •• ~ 
SUMMARY OF LONGI'lUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTI CS, T- TAIL 
~ = 9XlO~ 
ParaMeter 
Aspect rat i o 
To08r ratio 










0 . 65 
Pance configuration G ot 
.... x Cc.... 
"R 
. 92 20 . 0 
c. 
o .4 .8 1 . 2 
,'~ 
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TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~= 9XlO~ 
Parameter Wing Tall 
Aspect ratio qA 3 · 59 Taper ra tio 1.00 Quarter-chord swee p , deg 40. 40 .0 
DIhedral, deg 
- 3· 5 0 
Incidence, deg 6t;~10 6t.0 Airfoil section 009 
Tall beight, wlng semlspan 0.28 
L. E. de vlc e 




Typo Sp9.:l Chord de. 
CL 
0 .4 .8 1.2 










" IT ~ -- -- -- .96 31.0 13 17 
<S ==2:> H 2.,./b = 0.658 24 .0 14 ~ -- -- -- 1.03 
• IT 13 ~ -- -- -- .96 31.0 17 
"Highe. t angle ot te.t 
• 
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TABLE V. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
G; 9 XlO~ 
L . £ . delvlce 
• 0' T. E . Pence configuration C curve 19uro In,. dev1ce t.",., CL . 
Type :;P".:'I ':hord !nU , d •• 
CL 
rt~1n 0 .4 . 8 1.2 ap 
'IT D, P .139bi' -- - - I.O} 13 .7 0 to C. P.515bi' -., lot = 40 -.2 
-.j 
CS====2::> \1 2y/b = 0 .608 1.04 22·5 0, - - -- --
CS ==-3 jr 2y/b = 0.658 , . 05 24 .0 0, - - -- --
€ 
~ jJ 2y/b = 0.708 1 . 01 24 · 5 °1 14 -- -- - -
~~ jr bit = 0.40 1.02 23 .0 D, -- -- -- 2y/b = 0.658 
cg; :=;;:, /l . 2y/b = 0 .708 · 97 31.0 0, -- -- - -
€ 
~ \1 2y/b = 0 .658 1 . 00 22.2 D, -- - - - -
E ;:?;:> /l 2y/b = 0 .658 .01 22 . 2 "t -- -- - -
~18he.!t angle of teJ!t 
• 
~----------------- - - -- --------------
. - - - ----------
z 
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TABLE v. - Cont inued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
[B. ; 9 x 1O~ 
L.E. dev1ce 
Q at Into T .E, Ponc e conrigl.lrat1on C c urve 19ure dev ice "a.. CLIr.ax, . 
Typo Span Chord < •• 
c: ~ . CL 
21/b = 0.658 .91 }l .O 0 .4 .8 1 .2 
·11 "1 -- 0 -- -- C. -.1 
- .2 
E ~ j) 21/b = 0·108 1.0 ~ 24 . 0 "' -- -- --
c:::~ . IT 21/b = 0.108 ·91 ~l. O ", -- -- --
E === j) 2,/b = 0.108 1.02 24.6 "1 -- -- --
E ~ j1 2,/b = 0.708 1.02 24 ·0 "' -- -- --
e =- IT . 98 21 . 0 2, /b = 0.708 "' -- -- --
tF= =- IT 2,/b = 0. 658 1.0~ 2~ . 0 ", -- -- --
e. ==- IT 2,/b = 0. 658 1 . 0~ 2~ . 0 ", -- -- --
· Hlghest angle ot teat 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~; 9XlO~ 
L .~ . device 
Inl. T.E. Fence conrtgur.2 t Ion • .t C curve iP 1gure devlce r.,. .. CLmaJl , . Ty;>o :3P":1 :hord 1." 
e: ==- CL 
',/b = 0. 658 .97 19 .0 0 .4 .8 , .. 
'\1 -- -- - - 0 D, C. - .1 -.  
-. ~ 
e ==- · \1 'r/b • 0.658 · 97 31.0 0, - - -- --
e ==- IT hit = 0.40 .96 19 · 0 'r/b = 0. 658 °1 -- -- --
~ =- j1 'r/b = 0.658 1 . 0~ 22 . 0 0, -- -- - -
e ~ IT ',/b = 0.658 1.01 20 . 0 0, - - - - --
b ==-- IT ',/b = 0.658 .99 19 ·' 0" -- -- - -




·97 ~LO \1 'r/b = 0·708 ", - - - - - - c€ L3> ',/b = 0.850 
. 
Hl gbu t anE;ls or test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGrruDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ ;9XlO~ 
L. E . d$vtce 
Inl. T . E , Pence configuration • at e
lll 
curve device L,."" cLmax • 19uro 
Typo 3 ptl.:1 Chord do 
t== ~ 
2./b = 0.65a 0 .4 .a 1.2 Tt 1.01 21.0 °1 -- -- -- c-' -= 0 c. z,./b :II 0.708 - .1 - .2 
-. ~ 
~ 
=- It 2./b = 0.65a 1.01 2~ . 0 °1 -- -- -- ~ --2./b = 0.70a 
e =- jT 2./b = 0.658 1.00 2~ . 0 °1 -- -- -- C =-2./b = 0.70a 
e =-- jT . 2./b = 0.658 ~1.0 .97 0, -- -- -- <EZ =-2./b = 0·7ee 
i== =- jT 2./b = 0.658 .9a 20 .4 0, -- -- -- c:=~ 2./b = 0·758 
Pl .. ln ~ IT Plap 1.05 20 .a 0.1~9~/ 2./b = 0.658 0, to -- --~.515b/ 0t = 40' 
Plain E= =-- IT ~~~9b/ 2./b = 0.6 58 1.07 19·0 0, to -- --~· 515b/ t = 40' 
1010 F=' =-- h ~~~9b/ 2. /b = 0.7ee .04 l a . 5 0, t o -- -- 1a p· 515b/ t = 4<1' 
halo <€ ~ . h ~ap .01 ~ 1.0 p.1 ~9b(.1 2y/b = 0.65a °1 -- --to p· 515b(.1 ~ a t = 400 2./b = 0.a50 
·B1gbest angle of test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABI LITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ =9XlO~ 
L.~ . device 
In1. T. E. Fence cont1gura.tlon • at C curve de vice 
..... x 
CL . 19u.ro 
Typo SP" :'l Chord max . de 
( ~ ==-
CL 
Chord-e xtens ion 0 .4 .8 1.2 
NorlDAl leading-edge 0.60Bb/2 Tl radius to O.1l7c 1.08 22.2 D, - - 0·95Bb/2 -~l C. - .2 
-., 
< I =- h Chord-extenalon 0 . 65Bb/2 Normal leading - edge 1.08 22 · 5 0, -- radhu t o o .1l1e 0 ·95&/2 19 
a:: ~ . h Chord-extension 0 .65&/2 (drooped) to 0.117c 1 .08 31 . 0 D, -- Normal l e ad ing-edge 0 .95&/2 radlua 
= ==- h Chord-oxtenalon 0 .658./2 24 .0 0, - - Normal leading-edgo to 0 . 1170 1· 07 r adiu s 0 . 90Bb/2 
= =-- h Ch Ord-oxtena1on 0 .65Bb/2 0, -- KorllIal leading-edge t o 0 .117c 1.07 24 . 0 radIus 0 .85&/2 
= ~ h Cbord~xtenalon 0 .65&/2 D, -- Normal leatHng - odge t o 0 .1170 1.06 23 .0 radius 0.80Bb/2 1 
cr: ==- 11 Chord- exte na i on 0.65Bb/2 0, -- 2 )t normal lead! ng- to 0 . 0590 1 .08 26 .0 edge radius 0 · 95Bb/2 
= 
~ . 11 Chord-exte nsion 0 . 65Bb/2 ·97 31.0 0, -- 2 )( normal lead Ing- t o O.059c edge radius 0 ·95Bb/2 (inboard end t l'lired) 
. 
Highest angle of test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGI'IUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ ;9XlO~ 
L.!::. de v i c e 
bll!! T. E. Pe nce conrigur3tlon 
'=LIIIU 
oat 
C curve dovice cLmu • m 
19uro 
Typo :3 p~ :'l : hord 1 •• 
CL 
a:: ~ 0 
-4 . 8 1.2 
Chord-oJOtens 1\)0 0.65ilb/2 
'h 2 )C norul lead!ng- to 0.0590 1 . 06 24 .2 ", -- e dge radlua -~l o .80ilb/2 C. - .2 
-.~ 
cz::: =- h Chord.-extenliion 0. 65ilb/2 -- 2 x normal l oad!ng - to 0 .0590 1.04 25 .0 "J. e dge rad1us 0.75ilb/2 
cc: ~ It Chord-oJttonslon 0.65ilb/2 2 x normal leading- to 0 .0590 · 98 21.0 "J. -- edge radius 0 ·70ilb/2 
CC ~ h Chord- extension 0.65ilb/2 1.04 24 . 0 to 0 .0590 ", -- 2 x normal leadIng- 0.70ilb/2 edge radius (outboard ond falred) 
&: =- \1 Chord-extens ion 0. 658b/2 ", - - 2 )C normal load!ng - 1.01 2 1 . 0 edge radius to 0 . 0290 0.958b/2 
(5: ~ h Chord-extenalon 0. 658b/2 "1 -- 2 )( normal Iud Ing- 1 . 01 22 . 0 edge radius to 0 . 0290 0. 80ilb/2 
-c:: ~ /1 Chord-extension 0. 60ilb/2 . "1 -- Sharp lead i ng edge ·99 31.0 t o 0 . 0590 0. 95ilb/2 
-= ~ /1 Cbord-extena Ion 0.658b/2 . Sharp ludlng edge · 99 31.0 "J. -- t o 0 .0590 0 ·958b/2 
. 
HIghest anglo of test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDI NAL STABI LITY CHARACTERI STICS, PRODUCTION TA I L 
~ ;9XlO~ 
L. E. c15vl¢e 
In .. T .E . Fo'n-:e eonrlSUr"3tlon 
't.,... 
• at 
C device CL . 
curve 19ure 




0 .4 .8 1 .2 Chord-extensIon 
· 
'II Sharp lead1ng edge 0·70Sb/2 .98 , 1 .0 "1 -- to 0 . 059c C. -~1 0 .95&>/2 -.2 
-., 
-c::: ==- II Chord-extension 0.7,Sb/2 · -- Sharp lead 1ng edge .97 , 1 .0 Dt to 0 .0590 0.95&>/2 
-c::: ==- [r Chord-extension 0 .65&>/2 · Sharp leadIng edge .98 , 1.0 "1 -- to 0 .059c 0.80Sb/2 
-<:: ==- II Cho~:!:-oxtens l on 0. "Sb/2 · "t - - Sharp lead1ng edge to 0 .0590 .97 ' 1. 0 0 .70Sb/2 
...-: =-- II Chord-extension 0 · 50Sb/2 · "1 - - Sha r p lead Ing edge to 0 . 0590 .96 l 1.0 0 .6,Sb/2 
<:: II ChoNi-olltenslon 0.45&>/2 · "t -- Sharp leading edge .96 , 1 .0 t o 0 .0590 0. 60Sb/2 
-= 0:- Il Chord-oxtens Ion · "t -- Sharp lead1ng edge 0. ,5&>/2 to 0 .0590 .96 ,1 .0 0 · 50Sb/2 
"" II Chord-extension 0.,oSb/2 · "1 - - Sharp !ead1nr edge .97 , 1 . 0 to 0 .059c 0 .4,Sb/2 
. 
HI est angle of test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
[B ; 9 X 1O~ 
L . ~ . device 
Inlo T.E . Fen~e conrigul'3tlon FL..,. ... c curve 19uro dov1ce CL . 
Type :3P":l : hord I!:U , ... 
<' ~ 0 
CL 
.4 .8 1.2 
Chord flxtena 10n 0 · 30Bb/2 
· TI 0, -- Share leading edge to O.O'ge ·97 31 .0 0 · 50Bb/2 C. -~l -.2 
-., 
~ ~ /1 · Chord extens Ion 0. 35Bb/2 0, -- Sharp load1ng odge to O.05ge .97 31.0 ( inbOard end 1'81%'od ) 0· 50Bb/2 
CC ~ h Chord extension 0. 65&/2 0, -- 2 )I nora I 180d1ng- 1.06 24 · 5 edge radius to 0 .1170 0.95&/2 
a::: ==- tt Cbord extendon 0.65&/2 · 2 x ncrmal lead1ng- 1 .00 31.0 "1 - - edge radius to O. 1l7e 0. 80Bb/2 
Plain c z: ~ h Pla. Chord extension "1 .139b/ Normal leading-odge 0.65Bb/2 19 1.10 18 . 0 to radius to 0. 1170 .51~/ 0.95&/2 r = 40 
Phln 
=: ~ h Pla. Chord extension 0. 65Bb/2 P ·139b/ 1.09 20 . 8 Normal lelding-odge to 0 .117· ~ to T&dlua • 515b/< 0 .95Bb/2 r = 20' 
Plain 
= =- Ii Plap Chord extension 0. 683b/2 .1390/2 Normal l eading-edge 0 . 1170 1.08 19 .0 "1 to to ·5150/2 radiull 0. 95Bb/2 r = 40 
Pb.1.n 
= 
~ Ii Pla. Chord extension 0. 65Bb/2 .139b/< 1.05 17 .0 NorlUl Ieadlng- edge to 0 .1110 "1 to • 515O/< radius 0.80Bb/2 r = 40 
. Hlghut angle ot test 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTI CS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ = 9 X lO~ 
t.!:. devlee 
10 ...... 
•• t T.E. Fence conrlgur3tlon C cur va 19u r fl In,. dev1ce c Lmax • . Type :' p.:1 : hol"d 1. 
CL Plain c:c ~ 0 .4 .8 1.2 Plap 
0.65Sb/2 If 0 " ~9'/ Chord-extension ' .06 '9 · 0 0, to 2 )( normal lead ing- to O.05ge 0 0 · 515'/ edge radius 0.80Sb/2 c. Or = 40' - .1 
-.2 
-== h PlaIn Plap Chord-extension 0 · ~5Sb/2 · " ~9'/ Sharp lead1.ng edge t o O.05ge 1.02 ~1 . 0 0, t o 0 · 50Sb/2 · 515'! r = 40 
e;; ==- h Leading-edge 0 . ~9Sb/2 · 0, modlt1catlon 2 x noru1 lead Ing- t o -- ·9 " .0 edge radius 0 ·958>/2 
6 h 0, Leading-edge 0.45Sb/2 · lDodlt1eatlon t o -- .99 ~1. 0 2 )( normal IUding- 0. 95Sb/2 edge r aalus 
6 [(-Leading - edge 0· 556./2 · 0, modi ricaHon to -- .97 ~ 1. 0 2 )( normal lead !ng- 0. 95Sb/2 edge rad ius 
EO h · 0, Leading- edge 0.60Sb/2 lI1odlf1catioD to - - .97 ~1.0 2 x normal lead Ing- 0· 956./2 edge rad iu s 
h S · Lead lng -edge o .6}}b/2 °1 modI ri ca tlon to - - . 97 }1.0 2 lit norMl lead ing - 0· 958>/2 edge radius 
S h-0, LeadIng- edge 0 .652./2 modlr1eatlon to - - .97 22.0 2 x normal lead lng- 0.95Sb/2 edge radius 
E IT Leadlng-edge 0 .652./ 2 · 0, modI nca tlon .97 }' .O 2 )C norllla1 leadlng- to - -edge radius 0·95Sb/2 (inboard end raired) 
G h Leading- edge 0.66)'/2 · 0, modUleaticn to -- .97 ~1.0 2 )( norMl l ead lng- 0 · 95Sb/2 edge rad1us 
~ z 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
[B ~ 9 X 1O~ 
L.£. d!lvlee 








'\1 modification t o -- ·97 }I. O Dl -- 2 '" no:ral leadlng ~ 0. 95Sb/2 ° edge radius Cm -.1 - .2 
- .~ 
<5 ~ \1 LeadIng- edge 0.652'/2 · D, -- modI rica tlon ·97 ~l . O 2 x normal lead1ng- to - -edge rad iu s 0.802'/2 
e ~ jJ Lead ing- edge 0. 652./2 · 98 26 .0 lIIodlt1cat l on t o --D, -- 2 )C normal load lng-edge radius 0.95&/2 (upper aurt'ace ) 
<:s a h G · LoadIng - edge 0.60;2'/2 2,/"0 = 0.850 ·99 ".0 D, -- lDodlrtca elon to --2 x normal lead Ins- 0.95Sb/2 edge rad iu e 
€=i9 h <SO 0.60;2./2 · toading- edge 2, /"0 = 0·708 1.01 }1 .0 D, -- modlr1cat1on to --2 )( norlllal leadlng- 0.95Sb/2 edge rad ius 
cg i0 !l <5 0, - - teadlng-edge 0.6';2b/2 2, /"0 = 0. 658 1.0} 25·0 modI t'!cat.1on t o --2 " 001'111&1 leadlng- 0·95&/2 edge rad i us 
€ 
a h G · ° 1 -- LeadIng- edge 0.652./2 2,/"0 = 0.608 1.01 , 1.0 modification to - -2 x normal leadlng - 0 ·95Sb/2 edge l"adlua <:s=a (inboard end t'alred) 2,/"0 = 0.850 
G ~ IT Leadlng- edge 0.652./2 2,/"0 = 0.4 82 . 98 2, . 0 °1 -- modirication to - - 18 2 x normal leadlng - 0.958./2 e dge radlua C$?-2,/"0 ; 0.652 
H1ghest 80g10 of toat 
42 
In1. T . E ~ devic e 
Pla in 
Pla p 
0, 0 . 1~ 9b/ 
to 
0 . 155b/ 
Or = 4d 
DO 
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TABLE V. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERI STICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ ; 9 X 10~ 
L.:: . de vi c e 
Fence eontisu rat lon • at C c ur ve L...,. CL . 
T)'?O :iP":l : ho:-d ., :-:1. . 1. 
C€=a 
CL 
=- 0 ·4 .8 1 . 2 Lead tne -edge 0 .652b/2 lDocHfte atlon 2JIb = 0 .658 1.0~ 25 ·0 l1 to --2 )( Dort:\l.l lead log -edge r.dlus 0 .95&/2 CIII -.1 
-.2 
rt . - - - - ·07 ~1 . 0 
· It - - -- 1.04 ~1 . 0 
C;; h =~ 1.11 2~ .1 - - - - 2' Ib = 0 .658 
cg; . It =is> - - - - 2 JIb = 0 .758 1.05 }l . O 
cg; h eo:> · - - - - 2 JIb = 0.558 1.04 ~1. 0 C€ =9 
2JIb = 0 . 658 
ce h =e:::> -- - - 2JIb = 0 . 608 1.07 28 . 0 <S =B 
2JIb = 0 ·758 
C;;=9 h · -- -- 2JIb = 0 .658 1.04 ~1. 0 C€ =a 
2 JIb = 0 .850 
cg II ~ · -- - - 2, Ib = 0 .758 1 · 04 ~1.0 C€J 9 





9Hlghost angle ot tes t 
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TADLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
[i = 9 X lO§J 
L.:: . devtee 
Inl. T. E. Pone o e onrlgur3tlon F"u. • at C Curve device cLmu • . 18\11"0 
Type :3P<l ::l : hord 1. 
l' ::>:l CL 1.06 24.0 0 .4 .8 1.2 
2. /b = 0 .708 
'jr DO -- -- -- E ~ C. -~, 2. /b = 0 .850 
-.2 
~ h 2./b = 0.708 · DO -- -- -- 1.04 }l . O l. ;,:J. 2./b = 0.850 
<E;~ h · DO -- -- -- 2. /b • 0 ·708 1.04 '1 . 0 ~ 2. /b = 0 .850 
E==?-' Ii · DO -- -- -- 2./b = 0.708 1.04 ~1 .0 E ~ 2./b = 0 .850 
cc===:=-- h 2./b = 0 · 558 DO -- -- - · ~ 1.05 ~1.0 2./b = 0·708 
[; 8 
2./b = 0 .850 
cG r ~ · Plain 2./b = 0.708 DO Plap 1.04 ~1.0 p.l'9b/ -- -- cG 8 to .1 55~~ 2. /b = 0.850 
t = 40 
ex: =-- h 0 .6081>/2 · Chord-extens1on 1.08 ~1.0 DO -- Normal lead lng -odge to O·1l7c radiua 0.9581>/2 
= ==- h Ch ord- extenalon 0.6581>/2 1.12 22.2 DO -- Normal lead1ng-edge to O.1l7c rad1us 0·958b/2 
c:c =- h DO -- Chord-oxtension 0 . 68~b/2 1.16 25 · 5 Hormal lead1ng-odge to O.1l7c radius 0·9581>/2 
--algbOilt angle or test 
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TABLE V. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PROOOCTION TAIL 
~ ;9XlO~ 
L.£ . d$vlco 
In1. T.E. Fence conflgurlltlon • at e curve devlee L ... eL . · lguro 
Type :ip"n :hord ""'. 1 •• 
eL 
cc- =- 0 .4 .8 1 .2 Chord-exte nsion 0 ·70Sb/2 1 . 12 25 ·0 
'h 19 DO - - Normal leading- edge to 0 . 117c radius 0 · 958b/2 e. -~, 
- .2 
cr: ==- h Chord-exton.!! Ion 0 .75Sb/2 . DO - - Normal loading-odge to 0 .1170 1.10 31.0 radius 0 .95Sb/2 
= ~ h Chord-oxtension 0.70Sb/2 . DO - - Normal leading- edge to 0 .111c 1.09 ~l. O radius 0 .e58b/2 
<C =- h Cbord-extonalon 0·70Sb/2 DO -- Normal leadlng-edge 1.12 24 .0 radius to 0 .0590 0 .95Sb/2 
a::: =- h DO -- Chord-extension 0 ·708b/2 1 . 0 24 ·0 Normal lead1ng-edge to 0 . 0590 radius 0 .85Sb/2 
( i:: =- h DO - - Qlord extenaion 0 .708b/2 2 )( normal leadIng- to 0.117c 1.1 26 .2 edge radius 0 · 958b/2 
C ~ =- h Chord-extension 0.70Sb/2 I." DO 2 x normal l ead1.ng- to 0 . 1110 27 ·4 ed ge radius 0 .85Sb/2 
( !: ==- ~ Chord-e xtenaion 0 ·70Sb/2 
DO - - 2 )( norma l 10adlng- to 0.0590 1.17 25 ·1 r e dge radius 0.95Sb/2 
( I:: =- h Chord-extens i on 0 ·70Sb/2 1.12 24 .1 DO - - 2 x normal loadlng- to 0 .059 0 edge radius 0 .858b/2 
PlaIn a: ==-- ~ Plap Chord-extension o . 658b/2 22 . 0 DO p .139b/ 0 · 1l7e 1.15 ~ Normal leadlng. edge to to radlu!l 0 · 95Sb/2 ~ . ?15b/~ ~r = 40 
*Hlghe !lt . np;le of tut 
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TABLE v. - Continued 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, PRODUCTION TRIL 
[B = 9 X 1O~ 
L.E. device 
Inle T .E. Fence conrtgura tlon F'-m.u Q .t C c urve !Figure device CLmax • m Type Sp'ln Chord dH 
CL 
Plain c:r 0 .4 .S 1.2 
Plap Chord-extension 0.7081>/2 1.14 20 . S 19 .1~9b/ Normal leading- adge 
"r to 0.1170 DO to radius em -~1 • 515b/ 0.9581>/2 r = 40 
-.2 
Plain = 0 Flap Chord-extenalon 0.6S~b/2 1 .15 22.0 .1~9bl Normal leading- edge to 0. 1 110 DO to radius 0 .9581>/2 ·515b/ 
Plain = =- h Plap Chord-extenelon 0.7081>/2 1.14 22.1 DO . 1~9b/ Hormal leading-edge to 0 .117· to radius 0 .S581>/2 • 515b/ 2 r = 40 
.. 
cS ~ . h 0.6520/ 2 Leading-edge to 1 .05 ~1.0 DO -- tnoo l rleatl on --2 )( normal l ead!ng- 0.9581>/2 edge radius 
CS;; cs-= L-. IT Lead ing- edge 0 . 652b/2 2y/b = 0.482 1.12 2~ . 1 DO -- modification to - -2 )( normal 18a.d lng- 0.9581>/2 edge radius 
€ h 0;;; =- = i:0 Leading- edge 0.7081>/2 2y/b = 0 .70S .. DO - - modlt1ca t1eD t o -- 1 .04 ~1 . 0 2 )( normal leading- 0 .9581>/2 CC; =~ edge radius 2y/b = 0.S50 
6 cs:== =- IT Lead lng- edge 0.652b/ 2 2y/b = 0.4S2 1.15 25.2 21 DO - - modification to 2 x normal leading- 0. 95Sb/ 2 <:5=---=-edge radlua 2y/b = 0.652 
6 
-
CC; ==i3 j\ Plain . FlAp r.:~i~~~:~ron 0.708b/2 2y/b = 0.70S 1.10 ~1 .0 DO 0.1}9b/ to --to 2 )( normal lead ing- 0 .958b/2 cs:::; --=8 
0.515b/ edge radius 2y/b = 0 .850 Or = 40 
Plain G cs:===?--- . PI Flap Leading- edge 0.652b/2 2y/b = 0.482 DO 0.1}9b/ modificat1on to -- 1.10 ~1 .0 22 to 0 · 515b/ 2 )( normal lead lng- 0.9581>/2 G?- =-Or = 40 edge radlua 2y/b = 0.652 
'Highest angle ot test 
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TABLE v. - Concluded 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTI CS, PRODUCTION TAIL 
~ = 9 XlO~ 
t .:: . d!Jvlee 
Inl. T. E. Penee eonflgur:at1on Q at C device 1..1II&X CLII".aJt . 
11:1 curve 19uro 
Typo :; P":l : hord ,. 
50 
--- ~ CL Plain Pla. Leading-edge 0. 652./2 
· 
0 .4 .8 1.2 
p .1l9./ modification to --
2,/b = 0 .482 
'PI C.05&/2 1 .10 l 1.0 DO to 2 I( normal lead In g- cS.'?'"-=-p . 515./ edge radius 0 2,/b = 0 .652 C. ~r = 40 - .1 
-. 2 
· h 00, -- -- - - 1.04 l l .0 II 
cG i3 h 00, -- -- -- 2,/b = 0 .658 1 . 09 22 . 0 
CS h c=:::> 2,/b = 0.708 1 .11 24 .1 1.4 00, -- -- --
cg h =~ 26 .0 2,/b = 0.758 1.09 00, -- -- --
· h 1.04 , 1 . 0 " 002 -- -- --
cg~ h 1.12 24 .1 002 -- -- -- 2, /b = 0·708 1.4 
CS :::~ 
1.08 26 · 5 h 002 -- -- -- 2,/b = 0 .608 CC; i3 2y/b = 0.758 
CS -"B> · h 2,/b = 0.658 1.O~ 31. 0 Do2 -- -- -- ~ ==\3 2-;- = 0 . 850 
cG is:> · II 2,/b = 0 .708 1.04 31.0 002 -- -- -- cG ::::='C3 1.4 2,/b = 0. 850 
. 
Hi ghest angl o of test 
--I 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, DROOPED TAIL 
~;9XlO~ 
Par.mo t er Win 1'&11 
As peet ratio q6 3· 59 Taper rat i o 1.00 
Quar ter- chord s weep , ••• 40 • 40 .0 Dlhedral, deg 
- 3 · 5 -22 .0 
Inoidence, de g -1· 5 
6"g09 Airfoil section 64A010 
Ta 1l he1ght. w.tng aemJ. e pan 0 .28 
L.E . device 
• at Inl. T.E . Pe nce conClguratlon t:~ CL em curve !Pigur. de v i ce 
Type Span Chord de:ax· 
· 
~ 
0 .4 .8 1.2 
'1  ·95 31.0 0 - -- -- -- c. 17 - .1 - .2 
- ·3 
· IT D3 - - -- ·95 31.0 17 --
· IT D:! -- -- .97 31 , 0 17 --
· IT Dl -- -- ·97 31.0 17 - -
EO ~ IT · Leading- edge 0 .652b/2 ·97 31.0 mod1Clcat1on t o --~ - - 2 )( normal l ead I ns - 0. 958bj2 edge radlUII 
c:g;; =~ II 6: · Lead 1ng- edge 0 .652b/2 2y/b = 0 .850 ·99 31 .0 modl('1catlon to ~ - - 2 x normal l ead lng - 0 .958b/ 2 --edge radIus 
·Highest angle of test 
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TABLE VI. - Co ne luded 
SUMMARY OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, DROOPED TAIL 
~ = 9 x lO~ 
L .E . dev i c e 
Q a t T. E . Fenc e configuration I:: Lmu Inl. de v ice CLmax , C m curve iguro Type Sp'in Ch ord d." 
C€ =LS=::> CL 6 ~ 0 . 652b/ 2 * 0 .4 . 8 1.2 Lead ing- e dge 2y/b = 0.608 
·99 ~1.0 
'/1 
modifies t ion to 
--2 x normal lead Ing- 0 .958b/2 
-.: 
01 -- e dge radius 
cS =c:::::> 
2y/b = 0.850 Cm 
- .2 
- · 3 
* iT DO 1 . 06 ~1. 0 17 -- -- - -
6 ~ eSC? ~ 
L:~~i~~~:~t~n 0 .652b/2 2y/b = 0 .482 h to -- 1.17 25 .2 2 x norma l lead Ing- o .958b/2 DO - - edge r ad ius 21 c?' -=-2y/b = 0 .652 
Plain &: =- cs= I -=-
Fl ap Lead Ing - edge o • 652b/2 2y/b = 0 .482 n 0 .1 ~9b/ modification t o t o -- 1.17 24 · 0 2 x normal l ead Ing -DO 0 ' 515b/ edge radiu s o • 958b/2 22 Or = 40 cS? -=-2y/b = 0 .652 
*High. 5 t anglo of to 5 t 
.. 
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0 0 0 1 08 10 3 4 5 107 
0 0 0 0 102 30 31 32 33 
o 0 0 0 0 
6 7 8 9 10 304 ~5 36 37 3 0 0 0 
TAllLE VII 
PRESSURE RFX:!OVERY MEASUREMENTS Nr THE COMPRESSOR 
0 0 0 lit 0 0 40 41 4~ 43 11 12 13 15 39 FACE LOCATI ON FOR VARIOUS BOUNDARY - LAYER 
t6 0 1% 0 0 DIVERTER CONFI GURATI ONS, INLET D:!. ' 17 19 20 




21 22 23 25 
49 SO 51 52 
104 0 0 o 0 
26 27 53 54 0 0 110 
0 0 
Diverter Block Splitter Plate No . 1 Splitter Plate No.2 
Orifice Hi - 0 P1 - Po Hi - Po P1 - Po Hi - Po P1 - Po Number qn -q-o- q" qo qn qo 
0 
C1 = 0 
1 0.479 0 . 5~8 0·547 2 .5~3 .~7 .~9 
G :Z5~ • 7 . 3 .860 .809 
~ :~{~ . 567 ·582 .3~7 . 3~0 
~ . 988 .9 1 ·9 5 . 9~7 . 99~ ·995 9 . ~o . ~9 . ~93 10 • 2 
• 9 • 75 
100 0.064 0.064 0.065 
101 .14~ .~o .137 102 .23 .0 8 .203 
11 .996 .992 .99~ 
12 ·999 .996 .99 
iG .9~5 ·993 ·996 .9 5 . 9~2 .9~3 
i~ ·972 ·9 7 ·9 ~ 
·995 · 990 .98 
i~ · 997 : ~~~ .988 .992 .9~ 
19 .976 . 98~ ·9 20 .908 .90 ·912 
21 
.992 ·989 ·991 22 
·995 . 9~0 ·993 
& .992 .9 8 : 9~~ .963 . ~87 J~3 ~t .770 • 34 .po ·900 .8 3 
27 • 03 .762 ·740 
lOG .002 .039 .O~ 10 .~7 .2~ .2 105 .4 0 .4 .495 
28 .623 .639 . 64~ 
29 
·t87 't97 .61 30 
:8g7 • 60 
.649 
31 'G8~ .9~ .972 32 :~~ :~t M :9~~ ·9 .929 
§~ ·9 5 ·9 . 9~2 .600 .671 .b 2 
5~ -.126 -.122 -.129 -.103 -.107 -.112 
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TABLE VII . - Continued 
PRESSURE REX:OVERY MEASlJRDIENTS AT THE CCMPRESSOR FACE LOOATION FOR VARIOUS 
BOUNDARY-LAYER DIVERTER CONFIGURATIONS, INLElI' D1 • = FULL OPEN 
! Di ";"~ rter ~l:::lck Splitt~r Plate No. 1 Solitter Plate No.2 
Orifice Hi - Po Pt - Po Hi - Po Pt - Po Hi - Po Pt - Po 
Number -q-o- q;- q;;- q;;- ~ ~ 
106 0.266 0.275 0.275 
10~ -.04, -.037 -.051 10 -.316 
-.037 -·332 
G6 0. 9M 0.9~3 0·959 
·9 .9 3 · 993 41 .983 
·985 ·991 
M 
· 983 .981 :m · 976 .~p .75~ ·7 5 
ttt -.~3 -.28a -.274 • 00 .78 ·794 tt~ . 983 .9~9 ·995 ·982 .9 0 · 997 49 . 6~ . 608 .650 50 .7 .818 .800 
51 . 9~5 .9~ · 981 52 .9 0 .9 .995 §4 ·t53 .1525 . ~? 
• 57 ·799 • 6 
109 0 
.024 .026 110 .296 .323 
· 330 III .490 
· 509 ·518 
a = 10.6° 
1 0. 67l 0.666 0 .664 2 
. 67 . ~06 .699 
G .8~2 • 35 .825 .§ 8 J§~ .§90 6 • 38 · 80 
. 295 .29~ .269 ~ . 9~2 ·97 ·981 . 9 6 .992 
.9& 9 ·986 
.9M ·9 10 
.976 .9 
·984 
100 0.070 0.080 0 .063 
101 
.12§ .141 .122 102 .20 .104 
.153 
11 . 990 .992 
·994 12 
. 9§3 .993 .993 
iG .9 7 .990 . 99~ .989 
·977 
.9§ i6 .986 . 9~0 .9 6 
· 989 ·9 9 . 9~1 i~ .9~0 .9U .9 0 .9 0 J91 .986 19 ·969 ·956 20 
.950 . 8~6 · 907 21 
.975 .9 6 . 9§2 22 
.955 ·985 
:§o§ ~ .6F 'l8O '6 0 • 04 ·570 ~6 • 45 . 621 . 53~ 
·Z12 .814 'll 27 
• 72 .654 • 13 
lOG . 03~ . 087 .033 10 .25 .215 . 260 
105 .396 .449 ·410 
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TABLE VII . - ConUnued 
PRESSURE REX:OVERY MEASlJRDoIENTS Kr THE C<Jo1PRESSOR FACE LOCKrION FOR VARIOUS 
BOUNDARY - LAYER DIVERTER CONFIGURATIONS, INLET DJ. . EXIT FULL OPEN 
Diverter Block Splitter Plate No.1 Splitter Plate No. 2 
Orifice Hi - Po P~ - Po Hi - Po P~ - Po Hi - Po P~ - Po 
Number q;- ~ qn -q-o- -q-o- -q-o-
28 0.1~1 0.698 0·101 29 .1 9 .123 .13S 30 .985 ·981 .98 31 .987 ·98, .994 
32 .~B4 .~ .~4 §G • 22 • 7 
• g2 • 11 • 9~ ~6 .9 6 .983 ·99 .662 .612 ."619 
§~ -.139 -.136 -.150 -.131 -.124 -.131 
106 0.249 0.261 0.063 10~ -.011 -.0 8 .122 10 -.318 -·307 .153 
~6 .986 . 9~ .918 .988 ·9 .996 41 .989 ·98 ·99 ~ .981 .984 ·996 .~O .91R .~92 • 3 ·79 • 0; 
t6 -.119 -.191 -.196 .601 ·193 .671 
t~ .9§2 .9"68 .91S .~ 6 .419 ·99 49 • 06 
• ~1 .614 50 .49~ .6 2 .606 51 ·59 .84 .68 
52 ·1 57 .869 .832 §R .~09 .6 1 ·558 
• 31 • 12 ·511 
109 .048 .052 .051 
110 
·R21 'R39 ·R28 III .24 • 51 • 53 
<l = 21.00 
1 0.lR6 0.151 O.~ 2 .1 1 .113 .1 
R .121 .145 .~5 .lR4 .161 • 0 
2 
.1 5 .1 2 .15G 
.1ll .232 .23 
~ .1 2 .186 .192 .164 .1~6 :i~~ 9 .162 .1 5 10 .163 .189 .180 
100 -.021 - .011 -.010 
101 .120 .lR3 .128 102 -.041 -.1 1 -.083 
11 .439 .526 .519 
12 .325 ·380 .341 ~ .231 .2~ .2 9 .263 .2 5 .~3 
it ·311 ·3 9 .3 6 .500 
·G31 .~o i~ .3 56 • 04 • 06 .225 .254 .244 
19 .261 .293 .215 
20 
.420 .4£ .450 21 .~ 4 
·6 .679 22 .~2 :5fs • 4~ ~ · 0 .14 · 5°8 :m .~6 ~6 :Gi~ • 28 .432 .41~ 21 .4 5 ·5°0 .477 
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TABLE VII. - Cmcluded 
PRESSURE rux:OVERY MEASUREMENTS AT TIlE COMPRESSOR FACE LOCATION FOR VARIOUS 
BOtJNIl/l.RY -LAYER DIVERTER CONFI GURATIONS, INLET ~ • EXIT FULL OPEN 
Diverter Block Splitter Pl ate No. 1 Spli tter Pl ate No . 2 
Orifice Hi - Po 1'L - Po Hi - 1'0 PL - Po Hi - Po PL - Po Number 
q" qn q" q" q" qo 
lOG -0 . 0~2 -0 .071 -o : g~t 10 .0 1 . 0~4 105 .241 .2 2 .262 
28 0 .187 0 .176 0.178 
29 .160 .149 ·149 30 . 1~3 .1~9 .1p 31 .1 1 .1 6 .1 2 
32 .178 . 17~ .163 ~G .192 .21 .191 •205 .206 .198 
~~ .231 .23g .226 .266 · 30 .272 
~~ . 220 .263 .246 .134 .138 .159 
106 .142 .14G . 135 10~ . 123 .13 .1~0 10 
-.287 - .299 
-· 3 3 
G6 . 3~0 ·393 . 398 .2~ .270 .275 41 .2 .274 .25g 42 
'll4 .405 . 35 
ttR • 0 : ~Z . 50~ . 5G7 - : 6~ tt~ -. 0 0 -.067 .174 .~2 .178 tt~ . 397 • 8 ·t15 · 561 • 39 • 03 49 . ~78 · 573 . 623 50 • 15 .~06 . 670 51 . 600 
· G6 . 654 52 :~~ .6 5 · 595 §G .~3 'G09 .409 
• 7 • 31 
109 - .071 
-.093 - . 083 
110 .119 .122 .112 
111 .261 .283 .272 
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100 
0 0 106 
~ 2 28 29 
0 4 0 10 3 5 108 
10 0 0 0 0 0 31 32 33 
0 0 0 0 0 
6 7 8 9 10 34 35 36 37 TABLE VIII 
o 0 0 0 
PRESSURE RECOVERY MEASlJIID.IENTS AT THE CQ.lPRESSOR 
FACE LOCATION FOR INI.m' D2 IIITH ORIGINAL 
0 0 0 I4 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 12 13 15 39 40 41 42 43 OOtJNIlo\RY - LAYER DIVERTER BLOCK. 
16 0 1'8 1~ 28 EXIT FULL OPEN 17 
44 45 46 47 
103 0 0 0 0 10 
111 
0 00 24 0 21 22 23 25 
49 50 51 52 
104 0 0 o 0 
26 27 53 ~ 110 0 
0 0 
a = 0° a = 10.6° a = 20 .9° 
Orifice Hi - Po pe L - Po Hi - Po PL - Po Iii - Po PL - Po 
Number qQ- -q-o- -q-o- qo 
-q-o-
- q-o-
1 0't09 0.709 0.16§ 2 • 07 . ~10 .1Z 
G .79t · 17 .1 6 .72 .§95 .16i 6 ·546 · 73 .1~ 
.7Vr .606 .1 1 ~ .9 ·992 .lZ4 · 991 ·991 .1 § 
9 .§91 .99E .16 10 
• 55 ·99 .180 
100 --- --- -- -
101 .102 0.101 0.038 
102 .369 .423 .lb9 
11 --- --- ---12 ·997 ·997 .476 
iG .992 ·995 .293 .9§1 ·993 .255 
i6 ·9 9 .992 ·352 --- ---
i~ .9§6 1.000 . ~01 ·9 9 ·990 • 91 
19 .§6 5 ·9b3 .298 20 
· 29 · 970 :~§~ 21 ·990 ·991 22 .994 .~l .p7 ~G ·994 • 3 :6i~ ·977 
'270 ~2 -744 · 37 .6 6 --- --- - --
27 .074 .608 .536 
lOG .032 .020 -.136 10 'E,8 ., 21 : ~l§ 105 . 92 .14 
28 
. 54sl! .845 .18, 29 :27Z 
·710 .165 
,0 . 9~6 .182 31 .9M; .9 1 .160 32 . 9 ·979 .162 
§G --- --- -- -. 9~6 .887 .194 §6 ·9 7 .981 .214 . 71~ .714 .244 



















TABLE VIII.- Concl uded 
PRESSURE RECOVERY MEASUREMENTS AT THE COMPRESSOR FACE LOCATI ON FOR INLET D2 
WI TH ORI GINAL BOUNDARY - LAYER Dl VERTER BLOCK. EXIT FULL OPEN 
a = 00 a = 10.6 0 
Hi - Po P7, - Po Hi - Po P7, - Po Hi - Po 




0.9~0 0·971 0. 369 .9 7 .9~5 .2 2 
•
981 .9 2 .288 
.?8 .980 ·471 
--- --- ---
.8~ 1:J .741 ·594 .9 6 .7 0 . 42~ 
.272 .212 -.13 
·991 :§6E '681 
.969 · 83 
.620 .5b2 .667 .7~ 3 .5 2 ·709 
·9 7 .723 .~06 
.982 . I:J O~ • 24 
.631 ·50 




, 519 ·440 
a = 20.9 0 
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L-78491 
Fi gure 1 .- The model installed in the Langley 19- foot pressur e tunnel. 
57 ·792 
Airfoil perpendicular t o cl4 64A010 
Wing a rea 29 .250 .q ft 
Aspect re.t1o 3·45 
Taper ratio 0 ·578 
Root ~hord (true) 44 .577 in. 
Mean ae rodynamic chord (true) 36.135 in. 
Tl p ~bord (true ) 25.800 in. 
Sweep of leading-edge (true ) 42.510 




Figure 2 .- Three- view drawing of the model . 
51.000 
! 53 . i20 














\.~94\t 44 ·5 62 Fuselage 
t center line -4 3 .605 
+ Sta 0 2.462 .-4 · 551 6 ·436 Sta 27 . 12~ ~ t t ~ /' f 
===---24.906 L Mean aerodynamic \ sta 60 ·337 chord 
1.50 
55 ·399 




















Figure 4.- Details of inlet plan forms and contours. 
in inches. 













(a ) T. 28 and T.28. 





2z = 0.28 
b 





Designati on: T:21! 
View B-B 
Figure 5.- Details of the various horizontal tail arrangements . All 















(b) T.b5 and T. 65 . 
Figure 5.- Concluded. 
Designation: T .65 
T 
~ = 0.65 
b I 




2z = 0. 65 
b 


















\ \ \ ,A ( \ { 
Fence configuration 
Designation : 1.e . [l§pJ ~ 





Chordwise exte nt 
(frac tior., c) (percen t sec tion 










Inboard flight fence 
2y/'o = 0.482 
Outboa rd f light fence 
2y/'o = 0.652 
JBJ 









\(0.658 - 0 . 958)IJ 
10'rO I I I 
Span Spanwlse loca t ion 
(fraction, b/2) (fraction , b/2) 
Symbol 
E 

























~-- - -~- I 
Trailing-edge flap conr~guration 






~ --~ + 
'000 
Figure 7. - Details of leading- edge modification and t r ailing- edge flaps. 

















Aileron hinge line 0.779c 
Maxilmlm 
deflection 
c:::=: ---_?9= ~ _lSo 










line - 0.70c 
~ 1'-", •. ,,_ EO'''? I, j ,"',.u= 
Section C-C (enlarged) 
typical 
Figure 8.- Details of the various lateral-control devices. All dimensions 











JO T (j 
External store configuration 







Section B-B Section A-A 
(enlarged) 
Figure 9.- Details of external store and exhaust cone installation. 
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Mod1f1ed boundary-layer d1 vers10n 
block used w1th sp11tter plates 
Or1g1na l boundary-layer 
d1vers10n block 
Figure 10.- Details of inlet boundary- layer diverters. All dimensions 




orifices (0 .055 diam.) 
Steel wing spar 
~ ~ -7 Wall static orif'1ces 
, J::::> (0.055 diam.) 
I 
View A-A 
>"""""--j Shielded total-head tubes 
(0 .055 diam.) 
static tubes 
(0.055 diam.) 
Figure 11.- Details of pressure rake installations. 
in inches. 
View B-B 




Scale for views A and B 




















































~ ~ ~ A ..... ktl 
..... 
~ ?-~ ~ 7\ In 
I~ ~ h3::: ~ 
n.... "" ~ 
~ 
o 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 
CCJ deg 
(a ) CL and Cm agai nst ~. 
Figure 12.- Effect of Reynolds number on the wing--fuse1age --vertical-







































P ~ [P 
~ ..m;! V 
~ ~ ~ I'Y\ 
l:;. ~ ~ .~ 




.6 .8 10 
Figure 12 .- Concl uded . 







- 4 0 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 
(1;, deg 
(a ) Cm against ~. 
Fi gure 13 .- The longitudinal characteristics of the model e~uipped with 
various inlets . 
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'u o A + T:28 
"'-", 
o A +D3 + T.28 
o A +D2 + T. 28 
~ 
"" 
Ih 6. A+Dl +T. 28 
"'10 " ~ \l A + DO + T .28 
<\ " 0... ~ t:>. A +D01 +T.~ Ll A +D02 + T~ 
~ 
"" 
I"" D A+Dos+T.28 
14 ~ ~ 'u, ~ (! 
~ ~ 't" C\ 
0 0-.04 ""'~ ~ ...... b... '0. i'-. \ I~ ~ " i',. L~ iY: i'-. 
0 0 -.08 ~ ........ ~ , I~ 





6. 0 -.12 
""'i: 
'-..-.. 
v-~ ~ 'x; "Q. ~ 
LI. 
I ............ it- " , . "~ ~ ~ - I I 
\l 0 -./6 
em 
~ 0 -.20 
Ll 0 -.24 
~. 
'-..-.. 
~ ~ "'R. ~ ~ ~ 
........ 
~ ""'-~. ~ ~ ~ 
ZJ ~r'-. ---e". ~ 
"'" 
~ ?-'l 
"'z:1..., ~.<1 P. ~ 
-v 
"'-., 1. ~ I"-~?'j 
.R: ~ 
~ 9 i? 
DO 
v ~ ~ ~ . r--.. 
ItA...... LJ.. r; gl{ ~ ~ 
-.04 
v rv- 1 ~~ 
f· 
1 . 
-.08 '" r-' 
-.12 
~ 













I -=~ ~ . ~~ ...r.r fl 
~'J-"it"-rv~ 
r.--K' ~~'~ -lK .J"t" ' ~y 
r<'--0-~, . '((I' ';' ;,/-"!:f ~. '.fr w' .~?~,~ . 
/ t ;r jV /;I"') f} Model configuration 
~ ,.~ ~~ )fo ~~ ~~ A~ lc~ OA+~ 
;:f ld l.6 ;f ;f l% 1ft IP 0 A + D3 + T. 28 
, . . ~,.,; <> A + D2 + T.
28 lc( V V 1/ I ' U{ II lrf ;:, A +Dl + T ,zg 
/ / '/ I L / 1/ lei ~ ::~~\TT2:8 
I'T P'" / / / 1 . 
/ / . / / / J!S. liT V LI A + D02 + T. 28 /~ / Pf / ~ l1 -1 / / I D A + DOs + T.
28 V Y !:f V V ~ )~ / 1) 
///V//V JI? 
/ 1/ / / / 1/ ,L V 
J J J1 )' //) / 















24 28 32 
o 0 4 
LI D 
cc~ deg 
( c ) CL against ~. 
Figure 13 .- Conti nued . 























.r:1--+--,..:h; dC:{{ ~' , ~ ~~ ~~~~~,~~~ I 
I -- f:& " pv' ~ .~ ~ ~fif' Iv~~ . " ' ~ r-- II y7 j~ - I/, d 
/v ' p' <f pV ~ ~ ~ P Model configuration 
10 I ~ <P 1 ? I I t I g OA + T. 28 lL IdJ 0 li_ ' ~ ~ IIY 0 A + D3 + T:28 
:) ~ ~ ~ ~ J.J., <> A + D + T -
' 2 .28 'r
' i <' 6. A + Dl + T 28 r!J A - . 
I IT \l A + DO + T.28 
1---r.H---t--l.AJ-t-----r-<,-.i t::". A + DOl + T.
28 ii , ~ II .J A + DO, + T.211 j ~ ? J . D A + DOs + T .2B 
¢ [ ~ + ~ <' 0/ 
[1 1 I d 
r';> 
1 ~ 1 "\ 1 
i: t ); , ~ ~ t -1- ---1----l----l-----'_ -1.-----'-_ 
0 J .2 .3 4 .5 .6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 j .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 ,7 
0 <> 6- \l t:::,.. L1 D Co 
(d ) CL against CD· 
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./6 
0 0 
£':, 0 -:/2 
em 
\l 0 -./6 
D. 0 -.20 





-4 o 4 8 
Model configuration 
o A + D2 + T.28 + 60 - iF.658 
o A + Di + T .28 + 60 - i F .658 
<> A + DO + T.28 + 60 - iF.708 
£':, A + DOl + T .28 + 60 -1F.708 
\l A + D02 + T .28 + 60 -1F.708 
~ A + .00 + T.28 + 50 -1F.70B + 50 -1F.85 
Ll A + D02 + T .28 + 50 - iF.708 + 60 - iF.85 




/2 /6 20 24 28 32 
fX~ deg 
(a) Cm against ~ . 
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Figure 14.- The longitudinal characteristics of the model e~uipped wit h 





<> 0 -.08 
6 0-./2 
Cm 










0 .2 .4 .6 .8 10 /2 
CL 




10 11 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 Iii 






s_~;f I If I A I )i I ~ I /f 
V I Y I Y I Y 1 Y I Y~1 

















o t-.. \l ~ LI 
a;J deg 
( c ) CL against ~. 
Figure 14.- Continued. 
Model configuration 
o A + D2 + T .28 + 60 - lF.658 
o A + Dl + T.28 + 60 - lF .658 
o A + DO + T. 28 + 60 -lF.708 
£::, A + DOl + T .28 + 60 - lF.708 
\l A + D02 + T. 28 + 60 -lF.708 
~ A + DO + T .28"+ 60 - lF.708 + 60 - lF.85 
LI A + D02 + T .28 + 60 - lF.708 + 60 - 1F.85 


















.2 161 1 
o , 0 1 1 . 
, , , 
, d 
IA 1 19 
.'d'~l - , ··. ··AI~ ,~ 
V1 ~1%1x¥l~~U pprrT7 V -1rl-vrvWl 1£ 
II I III III III III 11 
~ I F l r l WI ~ I ~ 
Model configuration 
o A + D2 + T."2B + 60 -lF.658 
o A + Dl + T;]B + 60 - lF.658 
<> A + DO + T;]B + 60-lF.708 
6. A + DOl + T. 28 + 60 - lF.708 
\j A + D02 + T. 28 + 60 - lF.708 
~ A + DO + T. 28 + 60 - lF.708 + 60 - lF.85 
Ll A + D02 + T. 28 + 60 - lF.708 + 60 - lF.85 
-.2 1 91 ~ ~~ ~-l F~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 
-.4 ' , 
0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ./ .2 .3 4- .5 .6 .7 
0 <> 6. 'V ~ Ll CD 
(d ) CL against CD. 




































A + T .2B r-,\ 
----- A+DO+T.2B / ~ --- A+Dl +T2B ,//' 
/~ ;,--/ \ \' , ---A+D2+T.2B , 
j;/ \ I~ \ 




" r\~ , 
,-'--. 
A + T .2B ' 1\ 
- - -A+DOS+T.2B / \ \ 
-----A+D3+ T.2B VI \\ 
;;; '\ \ 




1-./ 1 ~ II 
V 









A+ T .2ll V--r\ 
----- A+Do1 +T.2B / ,~ B, 
---- A+ Do2+ T.2ll ~ '\\ 
,/ v \'~\ 
tl/ ~ 
- --<' 
~ ---r "I / 
\~ 
~ 
o 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 
CIS, deg 
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Figure 15.- The deviation with angle of attack of the pitching- moment 
coefficient from (dCmI~)~=o for the model e~uipped with the pro-























""::",,, / \ 






\ A \ A + D2 + T . ZS + 60 - lF.658 b-.. 
, 
------ - A+Dl +T.ZS + 60 - l F .658 " ~ X ) 
- - - A + DO + T .2B + 60 - l F .658 
f\ , 
: \ 
// -::-:::::. II " ~ 
::? V r------. ,,' ~- ' , \ II \\ f.- -
--
I 
\ ... ............ .t \\ 
A + D2 + T .28 + 60 - l F .658 
'" 
~ 
----A+DOl +T.28 + 6O -lF.708 
......... 
'-.... / ~ 
-- - - - A + D02 + T .Z8 + 60 - l F .708 
~ ~..,.c:;; ..... .::: -=- -.-
-9 V -...... 
'" 
\\ k::::::= 
-- \ , 
"-
A + D2 + T .2B + 60 -1F .658 ~ ~ '" I'-..... V \ \ - - - A + DO + T .28 + 60 - l F .708 + 60 - l F .85 
- - -- A + D02 + T . 2B + 60 - l F .708 + 60 - lF.85 " 
o 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 
cc~ deg 
Figure 16 .- The deviation with angle of attack of the pitching- moment 
coefficient from (dCmI~)~=O for the model equ ipped with the pro-
duction tail and with various inlets and wing fences . 
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0 T.2ii ( ~ , <> T.65 






\ 'b. "th it = -5.20 
'\ 10, ~ 
[ 






10.. , -v ~ IY.-c I- it = -2.20 
\ , 
""" 
, I'Q l'h J). -.04 
DO 
-./2 
1'\ IJ. ~ "0- ~ '\ 
( ~ 'R. I~ 1\ ' . ho 
\ \ '0 ~ ~it = -5.00 V 1\\ ~ 
\ \ , 't\J d ~\ \ 'n 
-.08 
em -./6 
<> 0 -.20 
P\ ~ , TD1 p- o... \ \ 
'\ \ "- "...i t = -2.00 I B 1\\ q 
i[\ ", '\ ", l;:f \ ~ \ \ 
I \ . ~. Ie. lU- I \ Q, 1\ 
'-' 
\ b \ q 1\ \ 
1\, 1\ \ r~ \ q ~ 1'0 -,24 
1\ ~ ~ I'h \ 1\. 




"\ ~ Ib: ~ '0- -0.. ~ 
-.04 
-.08 
~ ~ I'r.-, 0, ~ 
b \ ~ it = -2.10 0- '\, t:'Y 
'" , 
'\ \ ij CV" 0- L";Y 
~ \ 
-./2 I\. 
\ - it = -4.80 
'"', ~ -A 
-./6 1\ 
lJ" ~ 1ft 
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-4 o 4 8 /2 /6 20 24 28 32 
tX7 deg 
(a ) Inlet s of f , Cm against a. 
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Figure 17 .- Ef f e ct of hor i zontal-tai l configurati on on the longitudinal 






































































."" A.--< ~ ~ ~ 









-.4 -.2 0 .2 4 .6 ,8 /0 /2 
CL 
(a ) Continued . Inlets off, Cm a ga i nst CL . 




















































~ r-= -t:.r -U "1C.l" r:r 












24 28 32 
o 4 










(a ) Continued. Inlets off , CL against a. 
Figure 17.- Continued . 
./Y r= 
.A. 







o T. 28 
o T.65 
6. T.t55 




















I-0-KJ . I . v ia h.d k..0=P6. , I ~r-fr ~I't\ , Y"'-';)'~-..:J ;vi5- ~ ~ ~. ~ ;:L~~X:<J--OP> . -,:' ~ -r-" 
/vu / L ~ 
? It If 1 
o ~ ~ 
U
T
, ~ 4 l Horizontal tail -1 
configuration 
~ , I; 
. 0 T;.2"8 I 
b 
0 T- I 
, ~ .28 
<> T.65 




~ ~ 6 ~ 
~ \ r> 
~ b b 1 










(a) Concluded. Inlets off, CL against CD. 
Figure 17.- Continued. 


















o 4 8 
Horizontal tail 
configuration 
/2 /6 20 24 28 32 
CCJ de!} 
Figure 17 .- Continued . 
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24 28 32 
4 8 /2 
a;7 deg 
/6 
(b ) Continued . Inlet D3, CL against ~. 
Figure 17 .- Continued . 
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.08 ~ Horizontal tail 
I'b configuration 
.04 ~- " V T . 28 
~ 
"" ~ 
'I:::,. T. 28 
v O ~I'. 
V' ~. Ll T ~5 
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(b) Concluded. Inlet D3, CL against CD. 
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(c) Continued. Inlet D2J CL against ~. 
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(c) Concluded. Inlet D2, CL against CD. 
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(d) Continued . Inlet D1J Cm against CL. 
Figure 17.- Continued . 
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(d ) Concluded . Inlet D1J CL against CD. 
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Figure 18.- The variation of dCm/dCL with lift coefficient for the model 
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Figure 19.- The longitudinal characteristics of the model eQuipped wi th 
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Figure 20.- Variation of dCm/dCL with lift coeffi cient for the model 
equipped with inlet Dl or DO' horizontal tail T. 28, and various 
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Figure 21 .- The longitudinal characteristics of the model equipped with 
inlet DO) flight fences) leading-edge modificati on) and production or 
drooped t ail . Trailing- edge flaps neutral . 
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Figure 22 .- The longitudinal character istics of the mode l equipped wi th 
inlet DO, flight fences, leading- edge modification, and production or 
drooped tail . Trailing- edge flaps deflected 40° . 
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Figure 23.- The variation of dCm/dCL with lift coefficient for the 
model e~uipped with inlet DO, flight fences, leading-edge modifi-
cation, and the production or drooped tail. 
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Figure 24.- Ef fect of external s tores on the longitudinal char a ct er istics 
of the model equipped with various tails in inlet configurations. 
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Figure 25 .- Effect of inlet mass-flow ratio on the longitudinal charac-
teristics of the model equipped with inlet Dl and horizontal tail T. 28 . 
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Figure 25 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 26.- Longitudinal and l ater al-control characteristics of the model 
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Figure 26 .- Continued. 
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Figure 27 .- Longitudi nal and later al-control characteri stics of the model 
e~uipped wi th an outboar d a ileron . Confi gurat i on A + DO + T.2B + 
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Fi gure 28 .- Longitudina l and l at er al-control char acteristi cs of the model 
equipped wi th a full- span a ileron. Configuration A + DO + T.2B + 
IO .306 (0 . 652 - 0 .958) + flight f ences. 
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Figure 29.- Longitudinal and lateral-control characteristics of the model 
equi pped with differentially deflected flaps and outboard ailerons. 
Configuration A + DO + T . 28 + 10 .306(0. 652 - 0 . 958) + flight fences. 
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Figure 30 .- Longitudinal and l ateral - control char a cteristics of t he model 
equipped wi t h an outboard a ileron. Configuration A + DO + T. 28 + 
EO .25 (0 .708 - 0 .958) . 
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Figure 30 .- Continued . 
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Figure 31. - Longi tudinal and l ater al-control characterist ics of the 
model equipped wi th an out boar d a i ler on . Configuration A + DO + 
EO .15 (0 .70Bb/2 to 0 . 85Bb/2 ) + of = 40° . 
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Figure 31.- Continued . 
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Figure 31. - Concluded . 
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Figure 32 .- Longitudi nal and l ateral-contr ol char acteristics of t he model 
equipped with solid flap- t ype spoiler s . Configuration A + DO + T.28 + 
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Figure 32 .- Continued . 
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Figure 33.- Longitudina l and l ateral-control characteristics of the model 
equipped with perforated flap-type spoilers. Configuration A + DO + 
T. 28 + 10.306(0 .652 - 0.958) + flight fences. 
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(b) CD and Cm against CL. 
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Figure 34.- Variations of the yaw and roll characteristics of the 
model with spoiler defl ection . Configuration A + DO + T. 28 + 
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Figure 35.- Concl uded. 
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Figure 36.- Variation of -1 
Vo 
and H - P e 0 with angle of attack for the 
~ 
model equipped with inlet Dl and horizontal tail T. 28 • 
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(b) Exit, 39 percent open. 
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